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DEFINITIONS
Throughout this agreement the term:
Academic staff members or Members are the faculty, librarians, laboratory instructors,
instructors, and sessionals at Campion College in the bargaining unit to which the
terms of this agreement apply.
Academic unit refers to an academic department, or other unit, in which academic staff
members conduct their duties.
The Faculty Association or Association means the composite of all bargaining units that
make up the University of Regina Faculty Association (URFA) as a single
representative body. The Campion College Bargaining Unit is a part of the Faculty
Association certified by the Saskatchewan Labour Relations Board on 19 January
1977.
The College refers to the management of Campion College. It does not include the
University of Regina or the University’s other federated or affiliated colleges.
The President refers to the President of Campion College.
The Dean refers to the Dean of Campion College.
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ARTICLE 1 - PREAMBLE
1.1

The College and the Faculty Association recognize that the major purposes of the
College are to provide a facility for Catholic higher education, to provide students
with an environment in which they may develop intellectually, emotionally and
socially, to promote the advancement and dissemination of knowledge, to serve the
community and to encourage a climate of freedom, responsibility, and mutual
respect in the pursuit of these goals. The parties to this agreement agree, in the
furtherance of these aims, to promote harmonious relations and to attempt to settle
peacefully and co-operatively any misunderstandings or disputes.
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ARTICLE 2 - ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITIES
2.1

Academic Freedom
2.1.1

Academic freedom is essential to the teaching, research and scholarship
functions of a university. The parties agree that they shall protect the
academic freedom of each member of the academic staff.

2.1.2

As applied to academic duties described in Article 16 and elsewhere in the
agreement, academic staff members shall engage in teaching, research and
scholarship, and other related activities free from arbitrary interference.
The College shall defend the academic freedom of members from
interference from any source. The College shall not be held accountable
for infringements of academic freedom originating beyond the control of
the College including, but not limited to, legislation.
If the academic remedies available to resolve disputes are not successful,
there are dispute resolution procedures established within the applicable
legislation.

2.2

Academic Responsibilities
2.2.1

All academic staff members shall undertake their duties in accordance
with the:
2.2.1.1 standards and procedures collegially agreed to;
2.2.1.2 academic requirements of the university and college community;
2.2.1.3 reputation of the university and college community; and
2.2.1.4 obligation to base their research and teaching on an honest search
for knowledge.

Factors intrinsic to the process of academic research and scholarly activity such as
honest error, conflicting data, differences in interpretation and/or assessment of data
or experimental design or practice do not constitute a violation of the
3

responsibilities in 2.2.1.1 to 2.2.1.4 above, and do not constitute professional
misconduct.
2.2.2

Professional misconduct in academic research and scholarly activity and
representation thereof includes but is not limited to:
2.2.2.1 fabrication,
falsification,
plagiarism,
or
intentional
misrepresentation of academic or professional qualifications;
2.2.2.2 failure to recognize the substantive contributions of others by due
acknowledgement;
2.2.2.3 failure to obtain the permission of an author before making
significant use in any publication of new information, methods,
concepts or data obtained through access to manuscripts or grant
applications;
2.2.2.4 attribution of authorship to persons other than those who have
participated sufficiently in the work;
2.2.2.5 submission for publication of articles originally published
elsewhere, except where it is clearly indicated in the published
work that the publication is intended to be a republication;
2.2.2.6 unauthorized and intentional diversion of the research funds of
the college, federal or provincial granting councils or other
sponsors of research;
2.2.2.7 material failure to comply with relevant federal or provincial
statutes or regulations for the protection of researchers, human
subjects, the health and safety of the public, or for the welfare of
laboratory animals;
2.2.2.8 material failure to meet other relevant legal requirements that
relate to the conduct or reporting of research and scholarly
activity;
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2.2.2.9 failure to reveal material conflict of interest to sponsors or to
those who commission work, or when asked to undertake
reviews of research grant applications or manuscripts for
publication, or to test products for sale or for distribution to the
public; and
2.2.2.10 failure by those involved in a research project to reveal to the
employer any material financial interest in a company that
contracts with the employer to undertake research, particularly
research involving the company’s products or those of its direct
competitors, or to provide research-related materials or services.
Material financial interest includes ownership, substantial stock
holding, significant honoraria or consulting fees, but does not
include routine stockholding in a large publicly traded company.
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ARTICLE 3 – NO HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION
3.1

The parties agree there shall be no harassment and/or discrimination on the basis of
any prohibited grounds set forth in the Saskatchewan Human Rights Code (subject
to pension and benefits provisions). Nor shall inclusion or activity in the
Association or the Bargaining Unit be cause for discrimination.
The parties further agree there shall be no harassment and/or discrimination
practiced with respect to any academic staff member who, in a professionally
responsible manner, expresses disagreement with the College’s policies and
procedures. If there is dispute about whether a member has behaved in a
professionally responsible manner, the issue shall be subject to the
grievance/arbitration process.
The Saskatchewan Human Rights Code mandates educational accommodations for
persons with disabilities. Everyone, including academic staff and administrators,
involved in the accommodation process must undertake their roles seriously and
with integrity, ensuring that accommodations requested do not compromise
academic standards and adhere to the principles of natural justice. It is recognized
that the accommodation process depends upon honesty and fairness.

3.2

The parties recognize the value of diversity in the College community and are
committed to ensuring equal opportunities for all employees. The College shall
develop and maintain employment policies, practices, and systems that have a
favourable effect on the hiring, retention and promotion of members of designated
groups, including women, Aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities and visible
minorities.
A method to monitor equity, agreeable to both the College and the Faculty
Association, shall be developed immediately following the signing of this
Agreement, and no later than April 30, 2010.

3.3

The College shall:
−

set goals for hiring, training, and promoting designated groups, and implement
action for achieving these goals;

−

set a timetable for achieving employment equity goals, including appropriate
6

representation of designated groups.
The Faculty Association shall be provided data tracking progress on the above
annually.
3.4

When recruiting academic staff members, the College shall:
-

ensure that all advertisements reflect the College’s commitment to employment
equity and encourage self-identification;

-

ensure whenever possible that search committees have appropriate gender
representation from designated groups and a committee member from outside
the academic unit present during the deliberations;

-

ensure all search committee members are apprised of their responsibility for
employment equity.

Having as its primary goal the hiring of the best possible candidate, the College
shall ensure a balanced representation of designated groups among its academic
staff members.
3.5

The College shall undertake appropriate steps to identify and redress any historic
imbalances in representation of designated groups. The parties agree that
appropriate steps include but are not limited to advertising and making
appointments, and shall not be deemed a violation of this Article.

3.6

Further, the parties agree there shall be no harassment and/or discrimination
practised with respect to any academic staff member by reason of family
relationship. The parties agree that no members of the academic staff or officers of
the College shall take part in formal discussions regarding the application of the
terms and conditions of employment of a member of their families. In addition, a
member may not employ, except with the approval of the President, any immediate
family member in any capacity on a University-administered research grant that the
member holds.
3.6.1

The College follows the University of Regina’s Conflict of Interest and
Conflict of Commitment policy.
7

3.7

When an academic staff member faces harassment or discrimination, the member
may seek redress through the Respectful Work and Learning Environment Policy of
the University of Regina, the grievance/arbitration procedures of Article 21, or any
other recourse allowed by law.

3.8

The parties agree that harassment and/or discrimination as defined in the Respectful
Work and Learning Environment Policy may be the occasion of discipline. A
member who is disciplined may grieve any discipline imposed.
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ARTICLE 4 - RECOGNITION
4.1

Scope
The College recognizes the Faculty Association, which is a member of the
Canadian Association of University Teachers, as the exclusive bargaining agent of
the members of the bargaining unit, as defined by the Certificate of the
Saskatchewan Labour Relations Board dated at Regina, Saskatchewan, on the
nineteenth day of January 1977, as may be amended from time to time by the said
Board or by mutual agreement of the parties to this agreement.

4.2

Contracting Out
While fully recognizing the spirit and the provisions of Article 14, the College may
enter into an agreement with a corporation, organization, or agency for the teaching
of credit classes, on a temporary basis, where such services are not available
through the normal procedure of hiring individuals personally. In addition, the
College may also contract with persons for teaching of credit classes, where such
teaching is related to their professional qualifications or employment.
The College shall not enter into a contract for such teaching services with either a
person or a corporation where the individual who provides these teaching services
is otherwise employed by the College.
The College shall inform the Faculty Association of all such contracting out
arrangements at least one week prior to the first day of classes of the semester when
the teaching is to take place, except in unusual circumstances.
The information provided to the Faculty Association shall include the following: a
list of all previous contracts with this contractor within the last five years, the class
or classes to be taught, the qualifications of the person or persons who will do the
teaching and the contract price.
In exceptional circumstances when the College cannot get the information about the
contract to the Faculty Association in the time stipulated above, the information
shall be sent as soon as possible, with a full explanation of the reason for the delay.
Any individual who enters into a contract with the College under this article is not a
member of the Faculty Association.
9

4.3

Secondment
4.3.1

The College may arrange for the secondment of an employee from another
place of employment, with the approval of the Faculty Association. Such
approval shall not be withheld unreasonably.

4.3.2

The College may arrange for the secondment of the services of an
academic staff member, with that member’s consent, to another employer.
The terms of the secondment shall be made known to the member
concerned prior to seeking such consent. The Faculty Association and
department head or other appropriate person shall be provided with a copy
of the secondment agreements.
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ARTICLE 5 - ACADEMIC PLANNING
5.1

The College and the Faculty Association recognize the importance of the College
engaging in a planning process to permit the College to fulfill its obligations. Such
planning shall be undertaken in the spirit of collegiality and with open
communication. The parties recognize that such planning involves the need for
flexibility in the allocation of resources, consistent with fair treatment of academic
staff members, and the provisions of this collective agreement.

5.2

Within the context of the planning process, recommendations and decisions
regarding the academic offerings of the College shall be made by the College after
due consideration of the recommendations of the College Forum.

5.3

When instituting, developing, reducing, or eliminating programs, the College
recognizes the need to institute these changes in accordance with its responsibility
to society and in a way that will minimize the disruption to the careers of academic
staff members.

5.4

The College and the Faculty Association recognize that the quality of instruction
depends significantly upon the maintenance and development of full-time academic
staff to teach credit courses. The College is committed to maintaining the quality of
instruction at this institution and shall work toward decreasing the proportion of
(full-time equivalent) sessional to full-time appointments.

5.5

When implementing a significant new service or program, the Dean shall give due
consideration to the staffing complement and the workload associated with its
implementation, such that the latter does not exceed a normal workload.

5.6

Any academic policies and procedures developed by the College shall be fair,
transparent, and consistent with the terms of the collective agreement.

5.7

The number of academic staff members with Instructor appointments shall not
exceed twelve per cent (12%) of the number of in-scope members in the faculty
category with tenure-track and tenured appointments. Before any proposed new
Instructor position is advertised, the College shall verify that such an appointment
will not result in this twelve per cent (12%) limit being exceeded.

5.8

College and Faculty Association representatives shall meet, at the request of either
11

side, to discuss the matter of appointment categories in the College, to identify any
anomalies which may exist. The College undertakes to deal effectively with these
anomalies within one calendar year.
The College is committed to monitoring and evaluating the proportion of sessionals
hired to teach credit classes.
5.9

Whenever an academic staff member holding a tenure-track, tenured or multi-year
term appointment is absent from the College and it is known that the member will
not be returning within the next year, the College shall endeavour to make a term
appointment to cover the member’s teaching duties. Though all candidates will be
considered, sessional lecturers holding preference in accordance with Article 13.7,
and meeting the advertised qualifications for the position, will receive first
consideration for these replacement appointments.

5.10

Retraining
The College may offer tenured or tenure-track academic staff members leave of
absence with full pay and benefits for up to eighteen months to train for another
academic discipline. The College and the member shall develop the program in
consultation with the Faculty Association, and the College shall give consideration
to full or partial payment of tuition, travel and associated expenses. Before the
leave of absence commences, the College shall provide the member with a written
statement of the terms upon which the leave is being granted. During the leave the
member shall remain a member of the current academic unit with no loss of rank,
salary, rights, seniority or benefits. After the completion of the retraining the
member may be placed in another academic position, with no loss of salary, rank,
rights, seniority or benefits.

5.11

Transfer and Reassignment
An academic staff member may, by agreement between the member and the
College, be assigned to a new academic unit (Article 13.8) within the member's
field of competence, with no reduction in rank, salary, rights, seniority, or benefits.
If the College no longer requires performance of the work associated with the
member’s duties outlined in Article 16, the College may temporarily assign other
duties to the member. These duties shall be within the member’s competence and
shall lead to no reduction in rank, salary, rights, seniority, or benefits for the
member.
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Offers to transfer, whether made by the College or the academic staff member, shall
not be refused unreasonably. The Faculty Association shall be present at all ensuing
discussions between the College and the member relating to terms and conditions of
the transfer. Any final agreement shall be placed in writing and provided to the
member, with a copy to the Faculty Association, before the transfer or reassignment
becomes effective.
5.12

Consultation in Committee
Consultation in committee, wherever it appears throughout the collective
agreement, means that the consultative process shall include but not be limited to
the following elements: meetings scheduled at a reasonable hour; agendas
circulated a day or more in advance and minutes kept; secret ballots as needed, such
as for elections; and a reasonable effort to consult those academic staff members
who are absent from campus. Consultative meetings shall be called by the Dean or
the appropriate department head or equivalent.
Attendance and voting procedures for these consultative meetings shall be
determined at a general meeting of the Faculty Forum.
The results of the consultative process are advisory to the Dean or department head
or equivalent. Following consultation in committee the academic administrator in
receipt of advice from the committee shall respond to this advice in a timely
manner.
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ARTICLE 6 - FACULTY ASSOCIATION - COLLEGE RELATIONS
COMMITTEE
6.1

There shall be a Faculty Association-College Relations Committee as follows:
6.1.1

Purpose
The Committee shall promote harmonious relations by acting as a liaison
between the Faculty Association and the College to consider problems or
potential problems which may arise from the interpretation and
administration of the collective agreement and to discuss, with a view to
resolving, problems or potential problems relating to working conditions
and equity or market adjustments. The Committee shall have no power to
bind either party in the application of the agreement, nor to change the
agreement in any way.

6.1.2

Membership
The President shall designate two members, and the Faculty Association
shall designate two members.

6.1.3

Meetings
Meetings may be called by either party upon reasonable notice which will
include the nature of the item(s) to be discussed. Agenda items may be
presented by either party. There shall be no permanent chair, but rather a
chair shall be selected by those attending a meeting. There shall be no
official minutes and each party is responsible for keeping any notes it may
desire.
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ARTICLE 7 - MEMBERSHIP AND DUES CHECKOFF
7.1

Membership in the Faculty Association shall not be a condition of employment.

7.2

As a condition of employment all academic staff members of the bargaining unit
shall remit to the Faculty Association all periodic dues required by the Faculty
Association. Such dues are to be remitted at the time members are required to pay
them. Academic staff members who move to a position out-of-scope of the
bargaining unit will cease to pay dues and will no longer be represented by the
Faculty Association except as it pertains to their in-scope position. These
individuals shall resume paying dues upon return to their in-scope appointment.

7.3

Prior to appointment, the College shall provide each candidate who has been shortlisted for an academic staff position information on how the Faculty Association
can be contacted.
The College shall inform each new academic staff member of the bargaining unit of
the provisions of Articles 7.1 and 7.2 not later than thirty days after the member's
date of appointment, and at the same time provide to the member the Faculty
Association Information Package for New Members, as provided by the Faculty
Association.

7.4

The College shall deduct from the salary of each academic staff member of the
bargaining unit membership fees and assessments as directed by the Faculty
Association, provided each member who wishes this method of payment has
submitted a written authorization for such deduction to the Business Office.

7.5

The College shall endeavour to obtain from each new academic staff member of the
bargaining unit authorization to deduct from the member's salary all membership
dues and assessments as directed by the Faculty Association. If such authorization
is not obtained the College shall not be held liable for Faculty Association dues.

7.6

The College shall forward promptly to the Faculty Association the amounts so
deducted together with a listing of names of those from whom deductions have been
made and the amount of such deductions.
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ARTICLE 8 - MEMBERS OF THE ACADEMIC STAFF EXCLUDED FROM
THE BARGAINING UNIT
8.1

An academic staff member who is appointed to a position excluded from the
Faculty Association shall cease membership and discontinue paying dues for the
duration of the appointment, provided the appointment is for more than thirty-one
calendar days. At the termination of the appointment to an excluded position, the
member shall automatically become eligible for Faculty Association membership,
shall commence paying dues, and shall have all rights and privileges as if
membership had been continuously held throughout the period of appointment to
the excluded position.

8.2

Members of the academic staff excluded from the bargaining unit solely by virtue
of their membership on the Board of Regents shall not be treated differently from
members of the bargaining unit with respect to terms and conditions of employment
by reason of their membership on the Board of Regents.
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ARTICLE 9 - ASSOCIATION ACTIVITY AND USE OF COLLEGE PREMISES
9.1

The College agrees to provide to the Faculty Association, exclusively for the
conduct of Faculty Association business, office space, telephone (not including long
distance or FAX charges), internet, e-mail and the use of the internal University
mail delivery service. The mail service is to be used only for Faculty Association
communications. The Faculty Association recognizes that there may be
circumstances beyond the control of the College that would prevent provision of
some, or all, of the above services.
Any electronic correspondence or communication concerning: terms and conditions
of employment, or any matters associated with the Collective Agreement that is
carried on among members and the Faculty Association staff, office, or officers, is
the property of the members or of the Faculty Association.

9.2

Subject to availability, the College shall allow the Faculty Association to use
College printing services, computing facilities and audio-visual equipment, at
College rates.

9.3

Subject to availability, the College agrees to provide the Faculty Association with
suitable meeting rooms as required.

9.4

The College agrees the Faculty Association may, both electronically and manually,
post notices and other similar information concerning the Association which may be
of interest to its members in accordance with College policy.

9.5

The College agrees that the Faculty Association officers, negotiators, and members
acting on behalf of the Faculty Association may use time during regular College
office hours for the purpose of preparing for and conducting negotiations, and
conducting Faculty Association business. Since the duties of the academic staff
member are to be continued, prior notification of absences is required.

9.6

The Chair of the Faculty Association and the Chair of the Grievance Committee
shall not be obliged to teach more than six credit hours during a given academic
year. Annually, the Faculty Association shall submit a written request to the
President indicating the number of stipends required and the President shall ensure
that the relief here stipulated is provided.
17

During any semester or part thereof in which the Collective Agreement is being
negotiated, upon written request to the President, the Chief Negotiator for the
Faculty Association shall not be obliged to teach more than three credit hours in
that semester. In the case of a member whose normal duties do not include teaching,
equivalent relief shall be provided.
9.7

In instances where teaching relief for the above positions is impractical, the
College, the academic staff member, and the Faculty Association will meet to
discuss alternatives.
Relief shall only be provided for individuals holding these positions who are
employees of Campion College.

9.8

A member's service to the Faculty Association shall be considered in evaluation of
performance. Usually this evaluation shall be considered as part of the
administrative duties. However, a negative evaluation in this context shall not be
deemed to be a violation of Article 3 of this agreement.

9.9

The Faculty Association shall have the right at any time to call upon the assistance
of representatives of the Canadian Association of University Teachers. Such
representatives shall have access to the Campion College premises to consult with
members, the Faculty Association officials or the College.
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ARTICLE 10 - INFORMATION
10.1

Information Concerning Employees
By July 31st of each year, the College shall make available to the Faculty
Association the following information:
10.1.1

with respect to all current faculty, librarians, laboratory instructors,
instructors, and sessional lecturers:
- name
- date of appointment
- category and rank when appointed to current appointment
- year of first degree
- name of highest degree
- year of highest degree
- date of normal retirement
- salary rate
- gender
- department (if applicable)
- faculty
- rank (if applicable)
- whether full-time, part-time, or reduced appointment (if applicable)
- whether term, tenure-track, or with tenure (if applicable)
- whether on leave for four months or more, and type of leave
- renewal fund payments
- aggregate employment equity data

10.1.2

a list of all department heads, stipends, and start and end dates of the
appointment

10.1.3

a list of all sessionals holding preference in accordance with Article 13.7

10.1.4

a list of all employees with academic status who are out of scope, as well
as start and end dates of the appointment

10.1.5

a statistical summary of all career decisions (e.g. promotions granted and
not granted, merit increments granted, career-growth increments granted
or not granted or which would not be granted if available).
19

10.2

Every month thereafter the College shall provide the Faculty Association a written
update to the material for the previous month, indicating any additions, deletions,
and changes, and the reasons (termination, resignation, leave, etc.) for such
changes.

10.3

Information for Collective Bargaining and Contract Administration
For the purposes of collective bargaining and contract administration the College
and the Faculty Association agree to make available to the other party upon written
request and within a reasonable time information that is mutually agreed to be
required. This shall not be construed as to require either party to compile
information and statistics in the form requested if such data are not already
compiled in the form requested, or to supply any confidential information.

10.4

Correspondence
All correspondence between the Faculty Association and the College shall be
copied to the President of the College and the Executive Director of the Faculty
Association. In the case of electronic communications, all correspondence shall be
copied (cc) to the President and urfa@uregina.ca.

10.5

Official File
There is only one official file for each academic staff member and it shall be located
in the Office of the Dean.
The College is responsible for assuring that the file in the Office of the Dean has all
of the relevant data.
The file shall contain only material pertinent to the academic staff member's
employment with the College in an academic staff position. It shall not contain any
anonymous material except for aggregated and summarized student
course/instructor evaluations, developed pursuant to Article 17.18, that are attached
to a performance review form. Each entry shall be officially date stamped as of the
day it arrives in the Office of the Dean.
The official file may be examined by the academic staff member or by another
member upon the written authorization of the member, at any time during regular
office hours, in company with a person appointed by the Dean. The member may
choose to be accompanied by a representative from the Faculty Association.
20

The academic staff member may add to the file a signed and dated response to any
material contained in the official file.
Academic staff members, upon written request to the Dean, and at their own
expense, may obtain copies of documents contained in the file.
Any information in the official file pertaining to a grievance in which the academic
staff member is directly involved shall be made available to the Chair of the Faculty
Association or designate.
A letter of reprimand and all associated documents shall be removed from the file
upon written request from the academic staff member after a period of three years,
provided there has been no documented disciplinary action in the interim.
Notwithstanding the above, upon written request by a member to the Dean and with
the concurrence of the Dean, such material may be removed before the three-year
period expires.
Contents of the member’s file may not be removed except as provided for
elsewhere in this collective agreement.
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ARTICLE 11 - WORKING ENVIRONMENT
11.1

Academic staff members shall not be put under surveillance without being notified,
except when a temporary camera installation is required specifically to capture
inappropriate and/or unlawful behaviour arising from a history of such behaviour at
that site, or situations of danger and threats to the college community. This includes
non-electronic surveillance, electronic eavesdropping or video cameras, and any
kind of computer surveillance or other devices.
Before posted surveillance devices are installed, the College will notify the Faculty
Association of their location.
The parties recognize that the safety of employees, staff, students and the general
public may require the installation of video cameras, audio recorders or other
monitoring devices in public access areas of the campus such as parking lots,
walkways, building entrances, exits and hallways. Notice of the presence of video
surveillance systems will be posted in accordance with College policy.
The parties agree that academic staff members have the right to privacy in the
contents of their personal and professional communications, and in the contents of
the files members maintain, whether these communications and files are on paper or
in electronic form. The parties shall undertake to respect that right to the extent
reasonably possible, subject to applicable legislation. However, this clause in no
way limits the right the College has to use material contained in the official file,
including communications to, from and concerning members.
The College shall release personal information from an academic staff member’s
files to a third party only as required for legitimate administrative needs, as
provided by law, as permitted by this Agreement, or with the prior consent of the
member.

11.2

So that academic staff members can effectively carry out their duties, the College
shall maintain facilities and a reasonable level of services appropriate to the
institution’s teaching, research, and related activities. Such facilities and services
include, but are not limited to:
-

library resources;
office facilities, including computers, university-licensed office software,
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-

access to the Internet and email, and technical support;
secretarial services;
printing services;
teaching and research assistance (according to College policy);
laboratory space and equipment (where appropriate);
telephone services, including voice-mail (or other messaging service);
office supplies.

The College will make every effort to provide full-time academic staff members
with a fully enclosed private office. Sessionals teaching on-campus courses and
part-time academic staff, who do not require individual offices, may be assigned
appropriate shared office space.
11.3

The College acknowledges its responsibilities under health and safety legislation. It
is understood that unforeseen circumstances may adversely affect the physical
environment within the College. The College will undertake measures to deal with
such circumstances as soon as practical.

11.4

Academic staff member shall be provided with ergonomically suitable office
furniture. Office furniture and equipment for members with medical disabilities
shall be given first priority. The College agrees to establish a budget-line for these
purposes by May 1, 2010.
The College shall arrange for the provision of ergonomic information, education
and assessments as required.

11.5

Reassignment of Office or Laboratory Space
All office and lab space is the property of Campion College. When reassignment of
space is necessary, the Dean will first discuss the situation with the academic staff
members affected. Should a member object to a reassignment of office or laboratory
space, the Dean shall meet with the member, and the Faculty Association, to
address the situation.
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ARTICLE 12 - APPOINTMENTS
12.1

All academic staff appointments shall be made by the College after consideration of
recommendations presented by the Dean. Such recommendations shall be made by
the Faculty Forum only after consultation in committee, or, other procedures as
determined by the consultation in committee provided for in Article 5.12. If the
College rejects a recommendation, the Forum shall be informed of the reasons for
the College’s decision.

12.2

The Dean shall ensure that appropriate procedures are established and followed to
enable academic staff members of the Faculty Forum to participate appropriately in
the process of recruitment. To this end, the members of the Forum shall participate
in the appointment process within the College through established procedures.
When establishing the procedures noted above, the Dean (or designate) shall
consult with the Forum. Appointment procedures shall be reviewed from time to
time by the Dean and the Forum. The Dean shall maintain copies of these
procedures. The College employment equity policy shall be appended to such
procedures.
Such a review is to be initiated either at the request of the Dean or the Forum, as
ascertained by a motion to that effect passed at a meeting of the Forum. Forum
members and the Faculty Association shall be informed in writing of the new
appointment procedures before they are implemented.
The College shall have formal written procedures for making recommendations for,
and appointments of, sessionals. These procedures shall at a minimum stipulate
what role the College will assign to experience. These procedures will be reviewed
and updated every third year following consultation in committee. A copy of the
procedures shall be provided to the Faculty Association and, upon request, to
anyone applying for a sessional position with the College. All advertisements for
sessional appointments shall indicate that a written copy of the appointment
procedures is available upon request.

12.3

Except in unusual circumstances, all academic staff positions shall be advertised on
a web-site operated by the College, with a link to the University of Regina web-site,
and such advertisements shall reflect the College’s commitment to employment
equity. If circumstances preclude an advertisement from being posted in the normal
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way, the Faculty Association shall be informed in a timely manner. All postings
will be forwarded, by e-mail, to the Faculty Association.
For sessional vacancies, these web advertisements shall be posted at least three
months before the beginning of the semester to which they apply. All web
advertisements shall be posted on the first business day of the month; the closing
date for receipt of applications shall be the last business day of that same month.
The posting shall include the course number and title (where these are known).
Normally, all sessional appointments shall be made at least forty-five days prior to
the start of the semester. If circumstances preclude an appointment from being made
in the normal way, the Faculty Association shall be informed in a timely manner.
Applications for sessional lecturer positions shall include a curriculum vitae and a
teaching dossier. This shall be kept on file for up to three years. These academic
staff members may then make a written application to the College for upcoming
teaching positions without including the entire file. Sessional Lecturers may also
provide updated information to the file at any time.
Candidates whose applications for appointment are unsuccessful shall be so
informed in writing.
12.4

With the exception of sessional appointments, the search committee shall present a
motion to the Forum. The decision of the Forum shall then be communicated, in
writing, by the Dean to the President.

12.5

Appointment Offer and Acceptance
Each academic staff member appointed by the College shall be sent an appointment
letter setting forth the conditions of the appointment. The appointment letter shall
indicate the URL (uniform resource locator) for the Faculty Association website,
specify the conditions by which the member shall become eligible for benefits, and
describe the benefits that are available.
An appointment shall not be deemed to have been accepted unless the academic
staff member accepts in writing within the time limit specified in the appointment
letter.
A copy of the appointment letter shall be forwarded to the Faculty Association
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immediately once the College receives notice that an appointment has been
accepted. The Faculty Association shall also be notified of any subsequent changes
to the terms of employment. Such notice shall be given in a timely manner and
before the new terms of employment have been implemented.
12.6

Academic staff members shall be granted library privileges and an email account
when their appointment letter is issued and shall retain these services for at least
four months after their employment ends. For members whose appointments have
not yet commenced or have already ended, the timing and extent of library
privileges may be constrained by legal agreements between the College Library and
its service providers.

12.7

Letters of appointment for all sessionals shall indicate the conditions for
compensation of the academic staff member should the course in question be
cancelled. Sessionals shall be compensated if the course is cancelled less than one
month prior to the start of the semester. Compensation shall consist of a cash
payment equal to one-quarter of the stipend indicated in the original letter of
appointment.
If the course is cancelled after the start of the semester, the sessional shall receive
one-quarter of the stipend plus the proportion of the stipend corresponding to the
proportion of classroom contact hours completed. Where no classroom contact
hours are stipulated, the College shall consult with the Faculty Association to
determine appropriate compensation.
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ARTICLE 13 - APPOINTMENT CATEGORIES AND COMPENSATION
13.1

Faculty
Every appointment to the faculty is made at one of the following ranks:
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Lecturer

13.2

Librarians
Every appointment of a librarian is made at one of the following ranks:
Librarian IV
Librarian III
Librarian II
Librarian I
Throughout the Collective Agreement, the position of “Archivist” is included in the
general title of “Librarian”.

13.3

Laboratory Instructors
Every appointment of a laboratory instructor is made at one of the following ranks:
Laboratory Instructor III
Laboratory Instructor II
Laboratory Instructor I

13.4

Any of the titles outlined in 13.1, 13.2 and 13.3 may be prefixed by the term
"Visiting".
The term "Visiting" denotes an academic staff member who holds a position at
another institution and is appointed to a temporary position at the College.

13.5

Instructors
Every appointment of an Instructor shall be one of the following ranks:
Instructor III
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Instructor II
Instructor I
The rank of appointment shall be determined as follows:
Instructor I: the academic staff member possesses a Bachelor’s degree or
equivalent relevant professional experience.
Instructor II: the academic staff member possesses a Master’s degree and has
relevant teaching experience, or possesses a four-year Bachelor’s degree or
equivalent and has four years of relevant teaching experience prior to appointment
at this rank.
Instructor III: the academic staff member possesses a Ph.D. or equivalent, and has
some relevant experience, or possesses a Master’s degree and five years of relevant
teaching experience prior to appointment at this rank.
The Dean, in consultation with the appropriate department head or equivalent, shall
assess professional experience, credentials, and teaching experience to determine
the appropriate level of appointment.
13.6

Sessional Lecturers
Every appointment of a Sessional Lecturer shall be to one of the following ranks:
Sessional Lecturer III
Sessional Lecturer II
Sessional Lecturer I
The rank of appointment shall be determined as follows:
 Sessional Lecturer I: the academic staff member possesses a Bachelor’s degree
or equivalent relevant professional experience.
 Sessional Lecturer II: the academic staff member possesses a Master’s degree,
or possesses a four-year Bachelor’s degree or equivalent, and has taught 12 three
credit hour courses, or equivalent.
 Sessional Lecturer III: the academic staff member possesses a Ph.D. or
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equivalent, or possesses a Master’s degree and has taught 15 three credit hour
courses or equivalent.
The Dean, in consultation with the appropriate department head or equivalent, shall
assess professional experience, credentials, and teaching experience to determine
the appropriate level of appointment.
Academic staff members, in the faculty ranks, who retire from Campion College,
the University of Regina, or any of its federated colleges, and who later agree to
teach on a sessional basis shall be classified at the Sessional Lecturer III level.
A Sessional Lecturer who obtains the necessary qualifications for appointment to a
higher rank, shall be appointed at the appropriate rank at the appointment
subsequent to gaining the qualifications.
13.7

In recognition of experience and demonstrated success, the College shall give
preference in sessional contracts to individuals who have been academic staff
members at Campion College for at least three semesters in the past three years.
This provision shall be subject to the members having received satisfactory
evaluations and being qualified to teach the course(s) in question. Sessionals shall
maintain their preferential status for a period of up to two years from the time of
their last sessional appointment at the College.
When a position becomes available at the College, a sessional who has taught for
five consecutive years at Campion College and who has taught twenty-five credit
courses or more within the College, will be given first consideration among the
applicants for the position. Such consideration is contingent on the sessional
meeting the qualifications defined in the job description for the available position.

13.8

An academic staff member with an appointment in the laboratory instructor or
librarian category who is appointed by the College to teach one or more courses
shall be appointed as a Sessional Lecturer. The level of appointment shall be in
accordance with the qualifications outlined in Article 13.6.

13.9

Academic Unit Assignment
Academic staff members are assigned, where appropriate, to departments.
Interdisciplinary appointments may be made and the letter of appointment shall
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indicate the primary academic unit to which a member is assigned. This shall
determine the unit to which the member belongs for actions arising pursuant to
Article 25. With the prior written concurrence of the member, duties may be
assigned outside of the academic unit to which the individual member is assigned.
Any assignments that cross academic units shall be stated in writing, with a copy to
the Faculty Association, before they are to take effect.
13.10

All academic staff members shall be compensated in accordance with Appendix A.
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ARTICLE 14 - NATURE OF APPOINTMENTS
The parties agree that a full-time academic staff benefits the College’s students and enhances
the College’s academic reputation. As finances permit, the College shall plan its employment
practices in accordance with this view.
14.1

14.2

The College shall appoint academic staff members in one of the following
categories.
14.1.1

Full-Time
A full-time appointment is one in which the academic staff member is
working full-time on a year-round basis.

14.1.2

Reduced
A reduced appointment is one in which the academic staff member works
on a year-round basis at less than full time, for some part of each year at
full time, or for some part of each year at less than full time.

Conditions Governing Reduced Appointments
14.2.1

No full-time academic staff member shall be required to accept an
appointment that is not full-time.

14.2.2

An academic staff member holding an appointment with tenure may
request a transfer to a reduced appointment with tenure. Such transfers
shall not be withheld unreasonably.

14.2.3

Any academic staff member with a reduced appointment who accepts an
assignment of duties beyond those stipulated in the letter granting the
reduced appointment shall receive pro-rated pay and benefits for this
work. The Faculty Association shall be notified in a timely manner of any
such change in duties. Members on reduced appointments who apply to
teach a course that is administered by an academic unit other than that to
which the member is appointed or with which the member has an
established interdisciplinary relationship, shall be compensated in
accordance with Appendix A, Payment for Courses Outside Normal
Duties.
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14.2.4

14.3

An academic staff member with a reduced appointment who has that
appointment increased for five years shall have that appointment
permanently increased in the sixth year unless it can be demonstrated by
the College the need no longer exists.

The College shall assign all appointments to one of the following types:
14.3.1

Sessional
A sessional appointment is one in which the academic staff member is
hired to teach one or more courses in a particular semester.

14.3.2

Term
A term appointment has a terminal date, normally one to five years from
the appointment date. There is no obligation on the part of the College to
offer a term appointee employment after the terminal date.

14.3.3

Tenure-Track
A tenure-track appointment is normally for a period of two years
following the date on which an academic staff member is first appointed.
It may thereafter be renewed annually. Tenure-track appointments shall
be renewed when duties have been performed in a satisfactory manner and
it is deemed that the member should be given a further opportunity to
progress toward an appointment with tenure.
14.3.3.1 The period during which an academic staff member holds a
tenure-track appointment is referred to as the probationary
period.

14.3.4

With Tenure
An appointment with tenure (also referred to as “a tenured appointment”
or simply “tenure”) shall be granted when an academic staff member has
met the relevant performance standards and shows promise of future
contributions that will enhance the College’s academic reputation.
Normally the member’s eligibility for an appointment with tenure shall be
determined during a prior probationary period at the College. An
appointment with tenure shall continue indefinitely subject only to Articles
19 (Retirement and Termination of Employment), or 25 (Financial
Exigency.
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14.4

Conditions Governing Appointment Types
14.4.1

Sessional
14.4.1.1 The College shall work to reduce the proportion of sessional
appointments.

14.4.2

Term
14.4.2.1 The terminal date of term appointments shall be stipulated in the
letter of appointment.
14.4.2.2 Should the College wish to extend or renew a term appointment,
it shall send the academic staff member notice of its intention at
least six weeks before the term appointment expires. The
member is not obliged to accept such an offer of extension or
renewal.
14.4.2.3 Term appointments other than a visiting appointment shall
normally be for twelve months. Term appointments may be made
for less than twelve months in circumstances such as:
-

when unforeseen circumstances prevent or delay a position
from being filled before the beginning of the academic year;
when an academic staff member is granted leave for a period
of less than twelve months;
when necessitated by planning decisions arising under
Article 5;
when the candidate's availability limits the appointment.

14.4.2.4 Appointments shall be made at the academic category and rank
appropriate to the academic staff member’s qualifications and
experience.
14.4.2.5 No academic staff member shall hold a term appointment, or a
series of term appointments, for more than five consecutive
years. An appointment in the sixth consecutive academic year
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shall be an appointment with tenure. Members shall be deemed
to have held a term appointment in a given academic year if they
held a term appointment during any part of that academic year.
14.4.2.6 Should an academic staff member subsequently receive a tenuretrack appointment at the college, time spent in a term
appointment at the college shall count towards the fulfilment of
the probationary period. This condition may be waived if, in the
judgement of the Dean or equivalent and with the agreement of
the member, the duties of the term appointment were
significantly different from those of the tenure-track
appointment.
14.4.2.7 Academic staff members reappointed to term positions in the
same subject areas and members with multi-year contracts shall
receive any applicable scale increase and be eligible (subject to
satisfactory performance) for career-growth increments.
14.4.2.8 The conditions outlined in this article (14.4.2) may be waived
with the prior agreement of the Faculty Association.
14.4.3

Tenure-Track
14.4.3.1 Tenure-track appointments may be renewed but no individual
may serve more than five consecutive years in a probationary
capacity. Not less than three months before a tenure-track
appointment is to expire, the College shall inform the academic
staff member whether it will let the present appointment lapse,
renew the tenure-track appointment for another year, or grant the
member an appointment with tenure.
14.4.3.2 After the first tenure-track appointment, no new special
conditions shall be attached to subsequent renewals of an
academic staff member’s tenure-track appointment, except those
which relate to performance during the probationary period. In
addition, existing conditions shall not be made more stringent.
14.4.3.3 Approved leaves of four months or more shall add the greater of
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one year or the length of the leave to the probationary period.
14.4.3.4 At the request of the academic staff member and with the
concurrence of the College, the probationary period may be
extended for one or two additional years to a total of six or seven
years. The College’s concurrence shall not be withheld
unreasonably. Reasons for denying such a request shall be
communicated in writing to the member.
14.4.3.5 The conditions outlined in this Article (14.4.3) may be waived
with the prior agreement of the Faculty Association.
14.5

Instructors
Instructors may be appointed to term, tenure-track, or tenured appointments.
Appointments to the position of Instructor I, II, or III shall be in accordance with
Article 13.5.
As student demand for courses permits, instructors with less than full-time
appointments shall be given the opportunity of having their appointments increased
to full-time appointments prior to any other Instructors or Sessional Lecturers being
appointed in the units where these Instructors hold their appointments. Such
Instructors’ modified appointments shall then be included in the twelve per cent
(12%) limit under Article 5.7.

14.6

Research Chairs
Appointments to Research Chair positions at Campion College may be term, tenuretrack, or tenured. All Research Chair positions shall be included in the academic
bargaining unit of Campion College and all individuals appointed to Research Chair
positions shall be members of the academic bargaining unit represented by the
University of Regina Faculty Association (except if they are also appointed to an
out-of-scope administrative position). All Research Chair appointees shall be
assigned academic positions at the College.
14.6.1

The number of Research Chair positions across the College shall not
exceed seven per cent (7%) of all in-scope tenure-track and tenured
appointments within the faculty category. The limit of seven per cent (7%)
shall only be exceeded by mutual agreement of the parties.
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14.6.2

All Research Chair positions shall be advertised, and such advertisements
shall reflect the College’s commitment to employment equity. At the time
when the advertisement is placed, members of the academic unit to which
the discipline of the position is related shall be notified in writing.

14.6.3

Applications and nominations for Research Chair positions shall be made
to the Dean. The normal procedures of appointment within the College
shall be used to fill the position.
Whenever feasible, more than one candidate shall be considered for each
position. Short-listed candidates for Research Chair positions shall be
interviewed and normally shall give an open presentation at Campion
College. The presentation shall be announced to all academic staff
members and all members shall be provided with an opportunity to
familiarize themselves with the candidate and provide written
recommendations and statements, in accordance with Article 12.2 of the
Collective Agreement.

14.6.4

Where the initial recommendation is to make an appointment with tenure,
the Dean shall notify the Forum of this recommendation. Members may
submit comments to the Dean with respect to the proposed appointment in
accordance with Article 12.2.
When the appointee does not hold this rank elsewhere, appointments at the
rank of Professor shall be considered by the Academic Review
Committee.

14.6.5

Understanding that the emphasis shall be on fostering research,
scholarship, and related activities, the duties and review procedures for
academic staff members in Research Chair positions shall be governed by
the Collective Agreement and the Criteria for Performance Review of the
College. The review procedures and criteria for Research Chairs shall only
be modified after consultation in committee with the College. Any
modifications shall be made in writing with a copy to the Faculty
Association. The letter of appointment shall include statements of all
conditions associated with the position, including duties, salary, review
procedures, and any other terms and conditions of employment associated
with the position.
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14.7

14.6.6

At all levels of the nomination, recommendation, and appointment
process, those involved shall make explicit attempts to address equity
issues. The College shall specifically report on the steps it has taken to
ensure that equity issues have been addressed in Research Chair programs.
This report shall be disseminated to academic staff members in a timely
manner.

14.6.7

Research Chairs shall be appointed at a category, rank and salary
appropriate to their qualifications and experience in teaching and research.
In addition to the normal salary, a Research Chair shall also be paid a
stipend. Normally, the stipend shall not exceed fifty thousand dollars per
annum. The amount of the stipend shall depend on the nature of the
appointment, and the scholar’s record, reputation, and degree of
international recognition. Stipends shall be included in benefit
calculations.

14.6.8

The parties to this agreement recognize that all Canada Research Chair
positions are subject to review and final approval by the CRC Secretariat
of the Government of Canada.

Member's Election to Transfer to Reduced Appointment with Tenure
Without prejudice, the College or an academic staff member who holds a full-time
appointment with tenure may request of the Dean a reduced appointment with
tenure. The Faculty Association shall be informed of the terms of any offer
presented and, at the member’s request, has the right to be present during the
discussion.
14.7.1

The maximum reduction in duties from full-time service shall be to fifty
per cent.

14.7.2

An academic staff member whose application for a reduced appointment is
approved shall have a “base salary rate” computed as if the member were
continuing on a full-time basis. All relevant salary adjustments shall be
applied to the base salary rate. The “actual salary” to be paid to the
member shall be prorated from the base salary rate in direct relation to the
approved reduction in duties for the reduced appointment.
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14.7.3

The academic staff member shall be eligible for promotion, sabbatical and
other provisions of this collective agreement.

14.7.4

The academic staff member may return to full-time duties within the first
twenty-four months following the effective starting date of the member's
first reduced appointment, provided that the member gives six months'
notice in writing to the Dean of the member's intention to do so.
Following this twenty-four month period a member on reduced
appointment may not return to full-time duties or change the percentage
reduction in duties unless approved by the College.

14.7.5

The academic staff member shall continue to participate in the pension
plan, and contributions shall be based on actual salary.

14.7.6

The contributions and coverage for other benefit plans shall be based on
the terms of the plans themselves and the academic staff member's actual
salary.
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ARTICLE 15 - ADMINISTRATIVE APPOINTMENTS
15.1

In-scope administrative appointments include, but are not limited to, Department
Heads, Area Representatives, and the appointment of an Assistant Dean. A regular
administrative appointment is made for a term of up to three years. When a vacancy
exists, either because there is no incumbent or because the incumbent is temporarily
absent, the College may make an acting appointment for a period of not more than
twelve months.
15.1.1

Appointment Procedures
Any academic staff member receiving an administrative appointment shall
be appointed in writing by the College. Factors such as academic
seniority, academic leadership, administrative competence, and the
particular needs of the College shall be taken into consideration.
When a regular appointment is to be made, the Dean shall first consult
with academic staff members in committee according to procedures
established within the College. The Dean’s recommendation shall be
based on advice obtained through this process but such advice is not
binding. The appointment process shall be open and transparent.
When an acting appointment is to be made, the Dean, time-permitting,
shall first consult with the academic staff members, according to
established procedures.

15.1.2

Duties
For the Assistant Dean, administrative duties shall be established by the
Dean following consultation with the incumbent. Department Heads and
Area Representative duties are defined by The Policy on Heads of
Departments (April 5, 1995). The Dean shall not assign new duties or
significantly alter existing duties without prior consultation.
Peer review committees shall take the time demands of the duties of any
academic staff member with an administrative appointment into
consideration but shall not evaluate the performance of those duties.
An academic staff member with an administrative appointment who is
planning to be absent from campus shall make prior arrangements with the
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Dean to ensure satisfactory performance of their administrative duties
during the period of absence.
15.1.4

Stipends
In addition to their regular salaries, academic staff members with an
administrative appointment shall receive a stipend as provided in
Appendix A.
An academic staff member appointed in an acting position for one month
or more shall receive the stipend of the regular member, prorated to the
term of the appointment, part months to count as full months. No stipends
shall be paid for administrative appointments of less than one month.
An administrative stipend is taxable income and shall be counted as
income when calculating member benefits that are based upon income.

15.2

Termination of Administrative Appointments
Normally, incumbents may resign administrative duties with sixty days notice by
notifying the Dean in writing.
Normally, the College may terminate the appointment of administrative duties with
sixty days notice by notifying the academic staff member in writing.
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ARTICLE 16 - PERFORMANCE OF DUTIES
16.1

Academic Staff Members
In accepting an appointment at the College, academic staff members agree to
take on the duties prescribed for their category in Articles 16.2 to 16.6.
The following shall apply to all academic staff members, unless otherwise specified
in Articles 16.2 to 16.6.
16.1.1

Some duties may be explicitly assigned by the Dean. Academic staff
members are responsible to the Dean, for the performance of all their
College duties, assigned or otherwise.
Academic staff members shall be assigned duties in a fair and equitable
manner to ensure a reasonable workload. Duties may vary over time for
any given member, at any given point in time between members, or over
time between the members of different departments.
An academic staff member may apply to the Dean for a change in the
array and mix of duties. The request shall take into account the needs of
both the member and the unit.

16.1.2

Except for vacation time and approved leaves, or unless otherwise
specified in the terms of appointment, academic staff members shall carry
out their duties for the entire twelve months of the academic year.

16.1.3

The College criteria document may elaborate upon, but shall not prescribe
outside, the duties identified in Articles 16.2 to 16.6. The criteria
document may define what constitutes “public service” but shall not
prescribe specific duties in this area.

16.1.4

Academic staff members with full-time appointments shall not engage in
outside professional activities to the extent that they interfere with the
performance of their College duties and collegial responsibilities. Outside
professional activities that are appropriately related to a member's duties at
the College, shall be encouraged. Outside professional activities include
but are not limited to consulting, personal contracts, private practice in the
member's profession, and teaching duties for any other employer.
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If there is any reasonable doubt that an outside professional activity might
compromise an academic staff member's ability to perform regular duties,
the member shall apply beforehand in writing to the Dean describing the
nature and duration of the prospective activities. The Dean shall inform
the Head of the member’s academic unit whenever they approve such
applications. The member shall keep the Dean informed of the general
nature and scope of the approved activities and provide details on the
Annual Information Form.

16.2

16.3

16.1.5

Normally, the duties of academic staff members are to be performed on
campus unless other arrangements are approved in advance by the Dean.
The Dean shall not withhold approval unreasonably.

16.1.6

Academic staff members shall maintain scholarly and professional
competence appropriate to their duties.

16.1.7

In activities outside the College, academic staff members may not purport
to represent the College without prior authorization from the Dean.

Faculty
16.2.1

The duties of a faculty member shall include some, or all, of:
a) teaching and related duties;
b) scholarship, research or equivalent professional activities;
c) administrative duties; and
d) public service.

16.2.2

Teaching duties are assigned by the Dean following consultation in
committee with the faculty members.

16.2.3

Notwithstanding 16.1.1, in assigning duties to the academic staff members
of the unit, the Dean may assign a lighter workload to members with
tenure-track appointments than to members with tenured appointments.

Librarians
16.3.1 The duties of a librarian shall include one or more of the following:
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a)

position responsibilities consistent with the status of a
professional librarian and associated with serving the needs of
the College Library and the College community;
b) scholarship, research or equivalent professional activities;
c) administrative duties; and
d) public service.
Position responsibilities shall be assigned by the Dean following
consultation in committee with the College Librarian.
16.3.2

Librarians may request a release from other duties, for a minimum of two
weeks each academic year, to pursue professional research or scholarly
activities.
16.3.2.1 The release shall be scheduled by agreement between the
librarian and the Dean.
16.3.2.2 The Dean and the librarian requesting the assignment shall, in the
process
of
consultation,
discuss
the
research/scholarly/professional proposal.

16.3.2.3 The work for which the research/scholarly/professional
assignment was granted shall be evaluated as part of the normal
review process.
16.3.2.4 The librarian may request to accumulate up to four weeks of
research time by notifying the Dean at least three months before
the end of the academic year.
16.4

Laboratory Instructors
The duties of a laboratory instructor are to provide support for the teaching program
and shall include one, some, or all of:
a) laboratory instruction and other appropriate instructional duties;
b) laboratory development and related professional activity;
c) administration and maintenance; and
d) public service.
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Duties relating to laboratory instruction and development are assigned by the Dean
following consultation in committee with the academic staff members.
Whenever there is an additional assignment made to the agreed upon workload,
overload stipends shall be provided on a per lab basis in accordance with Appendix
A. Laboratory Instructors shall not be required to accept an assignment that exceeds
the agreed upon workload, nor shall the Laboratory Instructor receive adverse
performance reviews or be disciplined for declining such an assignment.
16.5

Instructors
The primary professional duty of an Instructor is to teach. Other teaching-related
duties may be required of Instructors. If such duties are to be assigned, the member
shall be consulted beforehand and teaching loads shall be reduced appropriately.
Teaching duties are assigned by the Dean following consultation in committee with
the academic staff members.

16.6

Sessionals
The primary duty of a sessional is to teach. If any other duties are to be assigned,
these must be explicitly stated in the letter of appointment. Article 16.1.4 shall not
apply to sessionals.

16.7

Sabbaticals
The College endorses sabbaticals as a means of encouraging continuous
professional development and productive scholarship which will be mutually
beneficial to the academic staff member and the institution. A member may apply
for, or the College may offer, a sabbatical. The College shall grant annually a
limited number of sabbaticals in keeping with its responsibilities. Such sabbaticals
shall not be withheld unreasonably.
16.7.1

Eligibility: In order to be eligible for a first sabbatical, the academic staff
member must have at least six years of continuous employment at
Campion College, and hold an appointment with tenure, in one or more of
the ranks of Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, Lecturer,
Librarian, or Laboratory Instructor.
To be eligible for a subsequent twelve-month sabbatical the academic staff
member must have had at least six years of continuous employment in the
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above ranks since returning from the previous sabbatical To be eligible for
a subsequent six-month sabbatical, the member must have had at least
three years of continuous employment in the above ranks since returning
from the previous sabbatical.
All years of eligibility are foregone when an academic staff member takes
a sabbatical. However, should a member have eligibility, a proposal fully
acceptable to the Dean, and a valid plan for a sabbatical, and then have
such a sabbatical delayed by the Dean for a year or more, that member
shall be granted a sabbatical as soon as possible, and eligibility for the
subsequent sabbatical shall be accumulated as if the member had taken the
sabbatical as originally planned.
16.7.2

Duration: A sabbatical is for a period of twelve months, or for a period of
six months, commencing July 1st or January 1st. With the concurrence of
the Dean, a member may take a twelve-month sabbatical in two six-month
periods with an interval of six months between them.

16.7.3

Remuneration: The academic staff member shall receive eighty per cent
(80%) of salary, exclusive of stipends, which is in effect during the
sabbatical period (prorated if less than full time). The member may apply
to use part of the remuneration as a research grant. Other remuneration
which the member may receive during the sabbatical is limited to an
amount which brings the total to one hundred per cent of normal salary,
exclusive of grants for research purposes and monies obtained for
authorized outside professional activities, plus travel and related expenses
for the member (unless claimed as part of the sabbatical grant defined
above), spouse and dependent children. The College assumes no
responsibility for the taxation status of sabbatical grants.
16.7.3.1 With the agreement of the Dean, an academic staff member may
elect to take a six-month sabbatical at one hundred percent
(100%) of salary in lieu of a twelve-month sabbatical at eighty
percent (80%) of salary.
16.7.3.2 Only at the request of their Dean shall academic staff members
teach at the College while on sabbatical. Members shall be paid
one overload stipend for each course taught. Members shall not
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receive adverse performance reviews or be disciplined for
declining an appointment to teach at the College while they are
on sabbatical.
16.7.4

Benefits: The College's and the academic staff member's contributions to
employee benefits shall be based on the salary which the member would
normally have received in that year.

16.7.5

Vacation: Annual vacation, prorated to the length of the sabbatical, shall
be earned during the sabbatical, in the normal manner. The academic staff
member shall be assumed to have used a prorated portion of annual
vacation during the sabbatical.

16.7.6

Application: An eligible academic staff member of the faculty may apply
to the Dean nine months prior to the beginning of the academic year in
which the sabbatical is to commence (i.e., by October 1st). A detailed
statement of the member's plans for the entire period of the sabbatical,
indicating the anticipated benefits to the member and the institution, shall
accompany the application.
The Faculty or equivalent peer review committee shall review all
applications for sabbatical within two months following their submission,
and make recommendations to the Dean.

16.7.7

Notification: The Dean shall inform the academic staff member at least
six months prior to the commencement of the academic year in which the
sabbatical was proposed to commence.
Should an application not be approved, upon written request the Dean
shall provide written reasons for the decision.

16.7.8

Cancellation and Change: The academic staff member may cancel the
application by notifying the Dean in writing at least four months prior to
the commencement of the academic year in which the sabbatical was
proposed to commence. After that date the sabbatical normally may not
be cancelled or deferred. It is the responsibility of the member to notify
the Dean of any changes in plans, and to consult with the Dean about
revised plans in order to use the sabbatical for appropriate professional
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development and productive scholarship.
16.7.9

Sabbatical Report: The academic staff member must prepare and forward
to the Dean a full written account of the member's scholastic and
professional activities during the sabbatical. This report and details of the
original sabbatical plan and any modifications to the plan, are to be
included as part of the member’s annual information form.

16.7.10 Return to Staff: The academic staff member shall return to the staff of the
College for a period of at least six months following the sabbatical, or the
College may require the member to reimburse the College for all
remuneration received during the sabbatical prorated to the amount of
time, expressed in full months, by which the member's service to the
College since returning is short of six months. This condition shall not
apply when a member, immediately upon returning from sabbatical, ceases
to be employed as a result of an unforeseen retirement.
16.7.11 Waiver of Specifications
Any of the above specifications may be waived by mutual agreement,
confirmed in writing, between the College, the academic staff member,
and the Faculty Association.
16.7.12 Salary Adjustments
Time spent on sabbatical shall count as service with the College for salary
adjustments.
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ARTICLE 17 - PERFORMANCE REVIEW
17.1

Performance reviews are used to determine whether academic staff members will be
granted career-growth increments, merit increments, promotions, renewals of
tenure-track appointments, and tenured appointments.

17.2

All involved in the performance review process must undertake their roles seriously
and with integrity, ensuring that statements, both verbal and written, refer to aspects
of performance, are fair commentary, and are based upon appropriate evaluation of
the material specified in Article 17.5. It is recognised that the performance review
process depends upon honesty, fairness, and confidentiality, and is governed by the
principles of natural justice.

17.3

The Dean shall conduct a review of the performance of academic staff members
within the College, according to the following schedule:
17.3.1

A review shall occur during the second academic year (July 1st to June
30th) of an initial tenure-track appointment. A career-growth increment
shall be provided to the academic staff member on the first July 1
following the initial date of appointment. The provision of this increment
is not an indication of career-growth but it cannot be revoked by a
subsequent review.

17.3.2

Reviews shall be conducted annually for all academic staff members who:
- hold term appointments;
- hold tenure-track appointments (other than initial;
- have applied for promotion;
- have applied for a merit increment;
- hold appointments with tenure and ask the Dean in writing before
November 30th to be reviewed;
- hold appointments with tenure and have been informed in writing
before July 1st by the Dean that they will be reviewed (the letter from
the Dean shall give the reason(s) for the review and explain that the
member has the right to notify the Faculty Association);
- were eligible for a career-growth increment the prior year and did not
receive one, or were not eligible and were informed that they would
not have received a career-growth increment even if eligible.
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17.3.3

Reviews shall be conducted every third year for academic staff members
holding appointments with tenure (other than those affected by conditions
specified in Article 17.3.2).
Academic staff member holding appointments with tenure shall be
provided with a career-growth increment on July 1st following the year in
which they are not reviewed. The provision of this increment is not an
indication of career-growth but it cannot be revoked by a subsequent
review.

17.4

Except under unusual circumstances, a review shall not be initiated for an academic
staff member who is on leave. When a review for a member on leave is deemed to
be desirable, the Dean shall notify the member and the Faculty Association, in
writing, of the unusual circumstances that appeared to warrant such a review. If
such a review is to be undertaken, the member shall receive notice before July 1st.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, an academic staff member on leave may initiate a
review (including an application for promotion, a merit increment, or an
appointment with tenure) by notifying the Dean in writing no later than November
30th. Members on leave may withdraw a request for review by notifying the Dean in
writing by January 1st.

17.5

The review shall be based on the following documents:
17.5.1

the Annual Information Form(s), supplied by the College, and completed
by the academic staff member. In the case of members being reviewed
after two or more years, consideration shall be given to the Annual
Information Forms for each of the years;

17.5.2

the Performance Review Form(s), supplied by the College, completed by
the Review Committee and signed by member as indicated in Article
17.14;

17.5.3

a current curriculum vitae;

17.5.4

material in the academic staff member’s official file relevant to the period
under review;
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17.5.5

documents and other works relevant to the academic staff member’s
performance of duties during the period under review;

17.5.6

aggregated and summarized data from student course/instructor evaluation
forms developed pursuant to Article 17.18 and forming part of the official
file pursuant to Article 10.5.

The academic staff member is responsible for providing the relevant information
and documentation for the review. The member may append to the Annual
Information Form any related additional information.
17.5.7

17.6

Information not stated on the Annual Information Form or Performance
Review Form, or not contained in the official file, for the period under
review shall not be considered.

The period to be reviewed terminates on December 31st. Career-growth decisions
shall focus on the period under review.


When an academic staff member is applying for promotion or applying for or
being considered for an appointment with tenure, the performance review shall
cover the member’s entire career.



When an academic staff member is applying for a merit increment, the
performance review shall cover the period since the last merit increment
received or, if the member has never received a merit increment, since initial
appointment.



Performance reviews may refer to issues raised with a member in the previous
performance review and evaluate how the member has addressed these issues
during the period since that review.

17.7

Upon written request to the Dean, an academic staff member shall be provided with
a list of all members in the same category (faculty, librarian, laboratory instructor,
or instructor) who, within five years of the date of such request, have received the
career progress which the member is seeking, if it is a merit increment, granting of
an appointment with tenure, or a promotion from one rank to another.

17.8

Each year, every academic staff member shall complete an Annual Information
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Form (which has been distributed by the College) and submit the completed form to
the Dean. However, if the member is not being reviewed and is absent from
campus, and if the Dean agrees, the Form need not be submitted for the first year.
Instead, two Forms shall be submitted at the end of the next year period.
Academic staff members who hold tenure-track appointments shall submit their
completed Annual Information Form and any supporting documentation by
December 15th. Members with term appointments or appointments with tenure shall
submit their completed Forms and any supporting documentation by January 31st.
17.9

Those applying for tenure, promotion, or merit shall apply to the Dean no later than
November 30th. Applications for promotion or tenure require supporting
documentation at this time. Supporting documentation for merit shall be provided
with the Annual Information Form. Academic staff members shall have the
opportunity to provide supplementary documentation at any time before the initial
review is conducted.
Applications may be withdrawn at any time before the initial review is completed
by notifying the Dean in writing.

17.10

The factors normally taken into consideration in the review shall include those
duties outlined in the appropriate section of Article 16 and specified in the
Guidelines for Academic Review (April, 2009).
In this review, the nature, extent, and location of such duties shall be taken into
consideration. When assessing librarians, the amount of time available for research
or professional activities shall be taken into account.
When the performance of Instructors is being reviewed, the Dean shall make every
possible effort to secure instructor representation on the Review Committee. Care
shall be taken to ensure that the review focuses only on Instructors’ assigned duties
which are teaching and teaching-related duties.

17.11

When establishing the review criteria and procedures, the Dean shall consult in
committee with the Forum. These criteria shall be reviewed from time to time by
the Dean through consultation in committee with the members of the College. Such
a review is to be initiated either at the request of the Dean or after a request by the
Forum, as ascertained by a motion to that effect passed at a meeting of the members
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of the College as specified in Article 13.8. These criteria shall be distributed to the
Forum members to whom they pertain and to the Faculty Association.
New or revised review criteria must be approved before the beginning of the review
period to which they shall apply. Approval shall be by a majority vote of the Forum.
In the event that agreement cannot be reached between the Dean and the Forum, the
review criteria shall be specified in writing by the President only after consultation
in committee with the Forum.
17.12

The criteria document shall elaborate on the duties of academic staff members and
the process by which members’ performance of these duties is to be reviewed. The
criteria documents shall not contravene any of the provisions of the Collective
Agreement.

17.13

The initial step in the review process shall be made by the Academic Review
Committee in accordance with procedures specified in the Guidelines for Academic
Review (April, 2009) and entered on the form over the signatures of the members of
the Committee.

17.14

The academic staff member shall be given an opportunity to see the Performance
Review Form after the Review Committee has made its recommendation(s).
The academic staff member shall sign the form indicating that the member has read
the document. The member’s signature does not necessarily indicate that the
member is in agreement with the statements on the Form. Clarifying information
may be added by the member as soon as possible (and within one week of reading
the document or having received the communicated information on the form). This
additional information shall be attached to the form prior to its review by the Dean.

17.15

The second step in the review process shall be conducted by the Dean.
The Dean shall review the statements included in and attached to the Annual
Information Form and the Performance Review Form in the light of established
criteria of the College.
The Dean shall invite, in writing, all academic staff members under review to
peruse their Forms and, if they have concerns, to schedule meetings with the Dean
to discuss the Forms and the forthcoming career decision of the Dean. Upon request
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of the member, the Dean shall provide the member with a copy of the Performance
Review Form (including the recommendations of the Review Committee). Except
in unusual circumstances, members who are not on leave shall have seven days
from receipt of the invitation to respond. If a member requests a meeting, the Dean
shall schedule it as quickly as possible. The Dean shall contact members who are on
leave and are being reviewed to arrange a mutually satisfactory deadline for
perusing their Forms and arranging any meetings to discuss the Forms and the
forthcoming career decision of the Dean.
At the meeting the academic staff member shall be given an opportunity to
interpret, explain or add to the information contained in the written statements on
the Performance Review Form.
After the initial meeting the academic staff member shall have seven calendar days
to request one further consultation.
An academic staff member may attach a special submission to the Performance
Review Form before the Dean issues a decision. It is the member’s obligation to
attach such a submission within seven days of the initial meeting with the Dean.
17.16

If an academic staff member deems that a written comment or evaluation on the
Annual Information Form, the Performance Review Form, or any material attached
thereto, by any person or committee involved in the performance review process, is
biased, unfair, or otherwise improper, the member may request that the comment be
reconsidered. If the Dean agrees, the author shall be asked to rescind or alter the
comment.
If the Dean does not agree or if the author refuses to rescind the comment or alter it
in a manner acceptable to the academic staff member, the Dean or the member may
refer the matter to a tripartite board. The board shall determine whether or not the
comment is to be excised or amended. The board shall be composed of members
currently on staff at the College and outside the department where the dispute has
occurred. The College and the Faculty Association shall each name one academic
staff member to the board. The Chair shall be selected by mutual agreement
between the Faculty Association and the Dean.
The College shall inform the Faculty Association of disputes arising under this
Article, and shall provide the Faculty Association with the information needed to
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monitor the progress and resolution of such disputes.
17.17

Only after all the steps outlined above have been completed shall the Dean make a
decision concerning the academic staff member’s career progress. The Dean may
consult with any of the parties involved in the review process before making a
decision.
The Dean shall enter the decision on the Performance Review Form and sign the
Form.

17.18

The Dean may develop, administer, and use appropriate student course/instructor
evaluation forms, following consultation in committee with academic staff members
of the appropriate unit.
Such evaluation forms shall be designed, in part, for the purpose of obtaining fair
and reasonable assessments of the quality of teaching. Information from such course
evaluations included in an academic staff member’s file shall be aggregated and
summarized and shall exclude any anonymous remarks.
When the results are used in any performance review this shall be done in a fair and
responsible manner.
An academic staff member who does not wish to use the forms which are in current
use may make a written proposal to the Dean suggesting an alternate method of
student course/instructor evaluation.

17.19

All decisions on career progress arising from the performance review process shall
be communicated to the academic staff member in writing in a timely manner and
no later than June 30th. In the case of a decision concerning renewal of a tenuretrack appointment, or granting of an appointment with tenure, the decision shall be
communicated to the member no later than March 31st.

17.20

Upon written request, the Dean shall provide written reasons for the decision made
upon the review of an academic staff member. The reasons shall refer clearly to the
established criteria.
In the case of renewal of a tenure-track appointment, the Dean shall communicate to
the academic staff member annually and in writing any areas of concern, indicating
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the Dean’s assessment of the member’s performance and areas that need
improvement. At the request of the member, the Dean shall discuss with the
member the ways and means by which performance can be improved.
The decision of the Dean concerning renewal of a tenure-track appointment or
granting of tenure is subject to the approval of the President. Neither the Dean nor
the member, nor anyone acting on their behalf, shall confer privately with, or
provide additional evidence or arguments to, the President.
17.21

Every academic staff member who has been reviewed and whose performance has
been deemed to be below standard for the rank and level of appointment shall be so
informed in writing by the Dean. The Dean’s letter shall also stipulate what
improvements would be required for the member’s performance to be considered
acceptable.
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ARTICLE 18 – CAREER-PROGRESS DECISIONS
18.1

Career-progress decisions concern career-growth increments, merit increments,
promotions, renewal of tenure-track appointments, and granting of appointments
with tenure. Career-progress decisions shall be based solely on performance
reviews carried out according to applicable provisions in Article 17. All careerprogress decisions are made by the Dean. The Dean’s decisions on renewal of
tenure-track appointments or granting of tenure, however, require the approval of
the President.

18.2

For academic staff members in the faculty, librarian, instructor and laboratory
instructor categories, career-growth increments shall be awarded to those whose
performance has met the standards for their level of appointment, subject to the
limitations of the salary range for the category and rank and to the provisions of this
agreement.

18.3

Merit increments shall be awarded to those academic staff members who,
considering their present category, rank, and duties, demonstrate exceptional
service, or sustained performance that is well above average.
Decisions on merit increments shall be based on the academic staff member’s
performance since the last merit increment received or, if the member has never
received a merit increment, since initial appointment. While decisions on merit
increments are based primarily on a member’s performance of the duties listed in
Article 16 for that category of member, outstanding contributions in the areas of
scholarship and administration shall be given due consideration even if these are not
among the duties listed for that category of member.
The initial reviewer and/or Academic Review Committee may recommend an
academic staff member to the Dean for a merit increment, whether or not the
member has applied for a merit increment under Article 17.9.

18.4

Academic staff members with appointments in faculty, librarian, instructor, or
laboratory-instructor categories who meet the criteria in the College criteria
document shall be promoted.
18.4.1

Any academic staff member appointed to the rank of Instructor upon
application shall be reclassified to the appropriate rank after providing
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official documentation of the necessary qualifications as outlined in
Article 13.5.
18.5

Tenure-track appointments shall be renewed when academic staff members have
performed their duties in a satisfactory manner and it is deemed that they should be
given a further opportunity to progress towards a tenured appointment.

18.6

Academic staff members with appointments in the faculty, librarian, instructor, or
laboratory-instructor categories shall be granted an appointment with tenure when
there is evidence of consistent performance that has met the standards for their
category and rank of appointment through the probationary period (including, in the
case of faculty members and librarians, professional growth and development
demonstrated by contributions to their discipline and to the College) and where
there is promise of future contributions that will enhance the academic reputation of
the College.

18.7

The College criteria document may elaborate upon, but shall not prescribe outside,
the provisions of Article 18.1 through 18.6 pertaining to the grounds for awarding
merit increments, promotions and tenure.

18.8

Process for Appealing Career-Progress Decisions
18.8.1

Academic staff members may appeal career-progress decisions using the
process described in this Article (18.8). In unusual circumstances and with
the agreement of the member, the College and the Faculty Association, the
Appeal Process may be bypassed and the case handled instead through the
Arbitration Process described in Article 18.8.8.
Career-progress decisions cannot be grieved. Nor can an Arbitration Board
convened for other reasons rule on related career-progress decisions. An
Arbitration Board shall however have the power to require that the
College and the member follow the procedures set out in this agreement
pertaining to career-progress decisions.

18.8.2

An appeal is initiated by the academic staff member filing a notice of
appeal with the Chair of the Faculty Association. (Hereinafter the member
initiating the appeal shall be known as the appellant.) The notice of appeal
must be filed on or before August 15th. In cases of non-renewal of a
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tenure-track appointment or denial of an appointment with tenure
(regardless of whether it is the final year of probation), appeals must be
filed within 30 days of receipt of notification of non-renewal or denial and
not later than April 30th.
18.8.3

Notice of Appeal
The notice of appeal shall be signed by the appellant and shall specify:





the decision being appealed
the name, category, rank, and academic unit of the appellant
the grounds on which the appeal is based
the remedy or remedies being requested

The Faculty Association shall forward to the Dean all notices of appeal
that it intends to bring to the Appeals Committee, together with a list of
the appeals, signed by the Chair of the Faculty Association. The notices of
appeal and the accompanying list shall be forwarded in a timely manner.
18.8.4

Appeals Committee
When an Appeals Committee is required, it shall be struck no more than
fifteen days after the deadlines specified in Article 18.8.2 for submitting a
notice of appeal. Appeals arising out of career-progress decisions that take
effect on July 1st normally shall be heard by an Appeals Committee
convened as soon as possible after September 1st. Appeals arising out of a
decision denying tenure (regardless of whether it is the final year of
probation) or renewal of a tenure-track appointment normally shall be
heard by an Appeals Committee that is convened and reports its
recommendations before June 30th.
The Appeals Committee shall consist of three members who now hold, or
have held, academic rank with tenure. The College and the Faculty
Association shall each appoint one member. The Chair shall be selected by
agreement between the College and the Faculty Association. If a Chair
cannot be selected in this manner, the President shall name the Chair.
On behalf of the Appeals Committee Chair, the College shall inform each
appellant in writing of the names of the Committee members. The
appellant shall have five days from receipt of notice to identify any
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Committee members having a conflict of interest. The appellant may
request substitutes for any Committee members identified as being in a
conflict of interest. Substitutions shall be made only upon the appellant’s
written request and only for that appellant’s hearing. In its letter describing
the composition of the Appeals Committee, the College shall inform the
appellant of the conditions and deadline for requesting substitutes. Any
substitutes shall be named by the party that named the original Committee
member, except if the member in question is the Committee Chair, in
which case the College and the Faculty Association shall agree on a
substitute Chair.
18.8.5

Appeal Hearing
As soon as possible after the Appeals Committee is formed, the Chair, in
coordination with the College and the Faculty Association, shall schedule
an Appeal Hearing for each appeal.
The appellant and the Dean may each have a support person present at the
Appeal Hearing.
The administrative details of scheduling and conducting an Appeal
Hearing are specified in Article 18.9.
Documentation for the Appeal Hearing
The Dean shall provide the Appeals Committee Chair with copies of all
the evidence and documentation from the performance review that was
available to the Dean at the time the decision under appeal was made. The
Dean may only submit evidence and documentation from the review
period that is relevant to the decision under appeal. The Dean shall supply
this material to the Committee Chair at least one week before the Appeal
Hearing. After the Dean has supplied the material to the Committee Chair,
the appellant may peruse them and make copies as desired (at the
appellant’s expense). The appellant may provide any additional material
that the appellant deems relevant, as long as it concerns the relevant
review period and is submitted to the Committee Chair at least three days
before the Appeal Hearing. The Dean shall be notified whenever the
appellant submits additional material and shall be entitled to peruse this
material and make copies as desired. Copies of all of the materials
submitted shall be provided by the Committee Chair to each member of
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the Appeals Committee.
At least twenty-four hours before the Appeal Hearing, both the appellant
and the Dean shall provide the Chair of the Appeals Committee with three
copies of a written submission making their respective cases. A copy of
the appellant’s submission shall be supplied to the Dean and a copy of the
Dean’s submission shall be supplied to the appellant at the beginning of
the Hearing.
Appellant’s Presentation
The appellant shall be entitled to provide any evidence that he or she
deems relevant and that was available to the Dean when the decision under
appeal was made.
The appellant must show that the grounds cited in the notice of appeal are
well-founded and that the decision or recommendation made by the Dean
was contrary to the evidence presented or manifestly unfair to the
appellant, making specific reference to the collective agreement and the
criteria document.
The appellant may have a support person present at the Hearing. This
support person may act as an advocate and present the case on behalf of
the appellant and the Faculty Association. If the appellant presents his or
her own case, the appellant’s support person shall participate verbally in
the hearing only with the approval of the Appeals Committee Chair.
Dean’s Presentation
The Dean shall indicate the reasons for the decision under appeal, making
specific reference to the collective agreement and the relevant criteria
document. The Dean shall also outline the specific improvements that
would in future result in a positive career-progress decision.
The Dean may have a support person present at the Hearing. The Dean’s
support person shall not participate verbally at the Hearing.
18.8.6

Appeals Committee Report
The Appeals Committee shall review the decision under appeal and report
to the President.
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The report of the Appeals Committee shall include a clear
recommendation to uphold or deny the appeal. The recommendation shall
be based on fair and uniform application of the terms and conditions of
Articles 17 and 18 of the Collective Agreement. The report shall also state
the reasons for the recommendation, making specific reference to the
collective agreement and the criteria document.
The report shall be in writing, with a copy provided to the Faculty
Association.

18.9

18.8.7

Decision
The President shall receive the report of the Appeals Committee and
decide whether to accept or reject its recommendation. The decision shall
be based solely on the documentary evidence collected in the performance
review process and presented in oral or written form at the Appeal
Hearing. In rendering a decision, the President shall not confer privately
with, nor receive additional evidence or arguments from, the appellant or
the Dean. If the Appeals Committee recommendation is rejected, the
President shall give reasons for overturning the recommendation. The
President shall convey all decisions (and reasons where appropriate) to the
appellant in writing (with copies to the Dean and the Faculty Association),
together with a copy of the report of the Appeals Committee.

18.8.8

Taking a Career-Progress Decision to Arbitration
Following the Appeal Process, the appellant and the Faculty Association
may submit any decision of the President to arbitration. The arbitration
process shall be the same as that outlined in 21.6, with two exceptions: the
members of the Arbitration Board shall hold or have held academic rank
with tenure; and the chair shall be selected by agreement between the
College and the Faculty Association.

APPEALS HEARING PROCEDURES AND PROTOCOL
18.9.1

Scheduling and Preliminary Activities
The Chair of the Appeals Committee, shall provide the appellant with a
written notice, with copies to the Dean and the Faculty Association, of the
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date, time, and location of the Appeal Hearing. This communication shall
draw to the appellant’s attention the appropriate sections of the Collective
Agreement pertaining to appeals (Articles 18.8 and 18.9).
For purposes of scheduling and preparing the Appeal Hearing, the
appellant, the Dean, and the Faculty Association shall communicate
through the Appeals Committee Chair, not directly with one another. The
Committee Chair shall be responsible for scheduling the Appeal Hearing.
A pre-hearing meeting of the Appeals Committee shall be arranged by the
Committee Chair and attended by representatives of the College and the
Faculty Association. The purpose of this meeting is to discuss the Appeal
Process and ensure that no member of the Committee is in conflict of
interest.
18.9.2

Recordings and Documentation
An audio recording shall be made of each Appeal Hearing. The Appeals
Committee Chair is responsible for arranging, making and storing the
recording. If a decision that has been appealed subsequently goes to
arbitration, the College or the Faculty Association may require a
transcription of part or all of the recording. The party requesting the
transcript shall pay the cost of its preparation; if both parties request a
transcript, the cost shall be shared evenly.
After the Appeals Committee issues its report, the Committee Chair shall
provide the President with copies of all the documentation presented at the
Appeal Hearing.
After the hearing is concluded and a recommendation is made, the
Appeals Committee shall return all documentation to the Committee
Chair. Following the decision, the President shall return all documentation
to the Committee Chair. After the deadline for filing for arbitration has
passed, or after any arbitration is complete, the Committee Chair shall
destroy all documentation, retaining only a single copy.

18.9.3

Hearing Attendees
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18.9.4

The Appeals Committee (including any support staff required for
duties such as recording)
The appellant or a person designated in writing by the appellant to
represent the appellant in his or her absence
The appellant’s support person
The Dean or equivalent
The Dean’s support person
Two observers for the Faculty Association
Two observers for the College

Hearing Protocol
18.9.4.1 At the beginning of the Appeal Hearing all persons present shall
introduce themselves and briefly explain the reason for their
presence.
18.9.4.2 The Hearing is first addressed by the appellant or the appellant’s
advocate.
18.9.4.3 The Hearing is then addressed by the Dean or equivalent.
18.9.4.4 After the Dean or equivalent or the Dean’s advocate has
responded to the appellant’s case, the appellant shall have the
right of rebuttal. Rebuttal must be confined to the Dean’s
presentation; it cannot be used to introduce new material.
18.9.4.5 Next, members of the Appeals Committee may direct questions
to the appellant, the appellant’s support person, or the Dean or
equivalent.
18.9.4.6 After the Appeals Committee has finished with its questions, the
Dean or equivalent and then the appellant shall each be given an
opportunity to make a brief closing statement.
18.9.4.7 At the end of the Hearing, the Appeals Committee Chair shall
advise the appellant and the Dean or equivalent that the Appeals
Committee shall report its recommendations to the President, as
required by Article 18.8.6.
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18.9.5

Time Allotments
Appeal Hearings shall last approximately ninety minutes, allocated as
follows:







Appellant’s initial presentation – 20 minutes
Dean’s presentation and rebuttal – 20 minutes
Appellant’s rebuttal – 10 minutes
Questions from the Committee – 20 minutes
Dean’s closing summary – 5 minutes
Appellant’s closing summary – 5 minutes

Following the Appeal Hearing, the Appeals Committee shall meet in
camera for as long as required.
18.9.6

18.10

Appeals Committee Report
The Appeals Committee shall provide its report, in a timely manner, in
accordance with the provisions of Article 18.8.6.

Witnesses
In the unusual case where the appellant and/or the Dean wishes to have witnesses
present at the Appeal Hearing, the following provisions shall apply:
18.10.1 At least one week before the scheduled date of the hearing, any party
wishing to have witnesses present at the appeals hearing shall submit to
the Chair of the Appeals Committee the name(s) of any intended
witness(es) who have agreed to attend, together with a summary of the
testimony to be given by each of those witnesses. If the Committee Chair
deems that a given witness will contribute testimony that is relevant and
bears only upon information that was available to the Dean at the time the
decision under appeal was made, the Committee Chair shall approve the
witness and notify the other party of the witness’ name.
18.10.2 Witnesses shall be called into the hearing one at a time. Once the
testimony has been given, the other party and then the members of the
Appeals Committee may ask questions of the witness. The witness shall
then leave the hearing.
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18.10.3 If witnesses are used, the Chair of the Appeals Committee may increase
the time allotted for the initial presentations, with the proviso that the
appellant and the Dean shall each have the same amount of time for their
initial presentations.
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ARTICLE 19 - RETIREMENT AND TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
19.1

Retirement
The retirement provisions in this article are designed to allow academic staff
members to retire at a time and a pace of their own choosing and facilitate the use
of flexible and reduced workloads with adjusted salaries for academic staff
members preparing for retirement.
For the purposes of the pension plan, the normal retirement date for academic staff
members shall be assumed as June 30th following their 65th birthday.
Upon retirement, academic staff members who participated in the University of
Regina’s Academic and Administrative Pension Plan shall be entitled to retirement
benefits, as governed by the terms of that plan.
19.1.1

Retirement Options
19.1.1.1 Notice
Academic staff members will give twelve months’ notice in
writing to the Dean of their intended date of retirement. The last
day of employment for academic staff members will fall on April
30th, June 30th or December 31st.
19.1.1.2 Early Retirement
Early retirement is considered to be retirement before the normal
retirement date as set out in the pension plan where the member
has either attained age 55 or completed 30 years of service or
where the member’s age plus years of service equals at least 80.
19.1.1.3 Retiring Allowance
A tenured academic staff member eligible for early retirement
with at least fifteen (15) years of service who does not receive
any other special arrangements or payment from the College is
eligible for a lump-sum retiring allowance upon retirement. The
amount of this retiring allowance is two (2) per cent of salary at
the effective date of retirement multiplied by the number of years
of continuous service to a maximum of fifty (50) per cent of the
member’s actual salary.
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19.1.1.4 Gradual Retirement
Tenured full-time academic staff members may request a gradual
reduction in academic workload with proportional reductions in
salary. The earliest that an academic staff member may request a
gradual retirement is within two years of eligibility for early
retirement.
Academic staff members applying for gradual retirement shall
sign a formal agreement to retire fully at the end of the period of
gradual retirement (a maximum of two years).
Gradual retirement arrangements should be as flexible as
possible while meeting the needs of the academic unit concerned.
These arrangements must be discussed with and approved in
writing, with a copy to the Faculty Association, by the Dean.
Normal academic workload will be reduced by no more than
50% FTE.
Academic staff members shall make pension contributions during
gradual retirement that are based on the partial salary received.
However, the College shall make both its pension contributions
based on the member’s full salary together with the difference
between the member’s actual contributions described above and
the contribution that would be required by the member’s full
salary; or compensate the employee with salary if the College is
prohibited from making such payments due to limitations under
the Income Tax Act of Canada as a result of periods of leave.
Beyond the normal retirement date, continuation of pension
contributions is subject to the terms of the Academic and
Administrative Pension Plan and limitations contained in the
Income Tax Act of Canada.
The contributions and coverage for other benefit plans shall be
based on the terms and conditions of the plans themselves and
the academic staff member’s actual salary.
Academic staff members placed on salary continuance during a
period of Gradual Retirement will be eligible for benefits based
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on their applicable reduced salary. Should salary continuance
extend beyond the agreed upon retirement date, the date will be
extended until the academic staff member is able to return to
work or reaches the normal retirement date, whichever is earlier.

19.2

19.1.2

An academic staff member who chooses to work beyond age sixty-five
shall cease contributions to the University of Regina’s Academic and
Administrative Pension Plan and commence receiving pension benefits at
the earlier of (a) the date of the member’s actual retirement or (b) the latest
date permitted under the Income Tax Act. Salary continuance coverage
ceases upon the attainment of the normal retirement date.

19.1.3

Special Arrangements
The College may offer an early-retirement package or a special
arrangement (including a suitable financial settlement) to an individual
academic staff member or to a group of members. A member may ask the
College to initiate such an offer. Any offers shall be without prejudice.

Resignation
An academic staff member who resigns shall give notice in writing to the Dean, and
employment shall normally terminate, as follows:
Faculty: Four months notice, with the resignation to take effect June 30th;
Librarians: Two months notice, with the resignation to take effect at the end of a
month;
Laboratory Instructors: Two months notice, with the resignation to take effect at
the end of a semester;
Instructors: Two months notice, with the resignation to take effect at the end of a
semester.
The above requirements may be waived by mutual agreement between the academic
staff member and the Dean.

19.3

Dismissal for Cause
The following procedures shall apply in all cases of dismissal for cause:
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19.3.1

The employment of an academic staff member may be terminated by
reason of professional misconduct, wilful neglect of duties, or
incompetence as demonstrated by annual review reports.

19.3.2

Except in the case of professional misconduct, due warning in writing
shall be given by the Dean to the academic staff member pointing out the
gravity of the situation and the possibility of termination if the problem is
not corrected. In cases where no action is taken subsequent to the written
warning and where no further warnings have been issued during three
years, the Dean shall, upon request of the member, add a written note to
the member's official file reflecting the member's current status in relation
to the original letter of warning. Any written warning or response
pertaining to this clause which is more than three years old, providing
there have been no intervening written warnings of any kind, shall be
removed from the official file. Notwithstanding the above, upon request
by a member to the Dean, such material may be removed before the threeyear period expires.

19.3.3

When it is to be recommended that an academic staff member be
dismissed for cause, the member personally shall be given notice in
writing, that seven days from the date of the notice, the Dean shall
formally recommend to the President that the member be dismissed. In
the event that it is not possible to personally present the member with the
notice, the Dean shall forward the notice by registered mail, airmail if
appropriate, to the last known address of the member. Such mailed notice
shall provide for a period of fourteen calendar days from the date the
notice is sent until the formal recommendation to the President. The
notice to the member shall contain a complete statement of the grounds for
the recommendation to dismiss. A copy of the notice shall be sent to the
Faculty Association.
When it is unlikely that the academic staff member will receive the mailed
notice within fourteen days, the Faculty Association may request an
extension of seven days to the notice period. From the date the notice is
given, the member may be relieved of all duties by the Dean.

19.3.4

If the academic staff member or the Faculty Association requests it, the
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President shall convene a meeting during the notice period specified in
19.3.3 attended by the member (if available), the Dean, the department
head (if applicable) and a representative of the Faculty Association to hear
whatever representation any of the parties wishes to make concerning the
intended dismissal. The meeting shall be without prejudice to the interest
of any person attending, or to the formal grievance process.
19.3.5

At the end of the notice period, the Dean shall either:
(a) inform the academic staff member in writing with a copy to the
Faculty Association that the action is discontinued
OR
(b) formally recommend in writing to the President, with a copy to the
academic staff member and to the Faculty Association, that the
member be dismissed.

19.3.6

Upon receipt of a formal recommendation from the Dean to dismiss an
academic staff member, the President shall, within seven calendar days of
the date of the recommendation, inform the member in writing, with a
copy to the Faculty Association, either that the action is discontinued or
that the dismissal action is proceeding.

19.3.7

In the case of dismissal for reasons other than professional misconduct and
unauthorized absence from campus, from the date of the President's letter
the academic staff member is suspended with pay for twenty-one days. In
cases of dismissal for professional misconduct or unauthorized absence
from campus, the member may be suspended without pay for twenty-one
days from the date of the President's letter. At any time during a
suspension the member may be relieved of all duties.
If the academic staff member or the Faculty Association does not enter a
grievance within the twenty-one day period, the member's employment is
terminated at the end of the period. If a grievance is entered, the member
remains suspended (continuing with pay or without pay as the case may
be) until the resolution of the grievance. If the grievance is not upheld the
member's employment is terminated. As provided in Article 22.2, while
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on suspension the member's non-salary benefits are not to be withheld. If
the member is suspended with pay, the member is responsible for the
normal share of benefit costs. If the suspension is without pay the College
shall assume payment of all costs, but if salary is subsequently restored the
member shall be charged the normal share of costs from the effective date
of salary restoration.

19.4

19.3.8

All correspondence to the academic staff member required by this clause
shall be delivered directly to the member where convenient, and in other
cases forwarded by registered mail, airmail if appropriate, to the last
known address of the member. The copies for the Faculty Association
shall be delivered to the Chair or, in the Chair's absence, to an officer of
the Faculty Association.

19.3.9

Failure to act within the time limits sets out above shall constitute waiver
of rights except where a party, acting in good faith, clearly was unable to
do so. The onus is on the party violating the time limits to show cause
why it was unable to act prior to the time that the action is now taken.

Discontinuance of employment or lay off may be effected only in accordance with
the provisions of Articles 19 and 25.
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ARTICLE 20 - CLEARANCE UPON TERMINATION
20.1

Upon termination of employment the final salary cheque shall be issued within six
days of the last day on payroll, or as soon thereafter as all financial and material
obligations of the academic staff member to the College are satisfied. Such
obligations may include but are not limited to return of keys, identification cards,
library books, audio-visual and other equipment, reimbursement for travel
advances, and goods and services.
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ARTICLE 21 - GRIEVANCES
21.1

Grievance Defined
Should any dispute or difference arise between the College and the Faculty
Association or any of its members concerning the meaning, interpretation,
application, or alleged violation of the terms of this agreement the difference shall
be settled promptly in accordance with the procedure outlined below.
Notwithstanding the above, any procedure prescribed in this agreement which
contains a specific appeal process binding on both parties shall not be subject to the
grievance procedure.

21.2

Informal Discussion
Before a grievance is filed by either party, every attempt shall be made to settle the
dispute by informal discussion. An academic staff member may present a verbal
complaint to the head of the academic unit or to the Dean as soon as the grounds for
the complaint are known. Alternatively, the Faculty Association and members of
the College Administration may meet to discuss the dispute.

21.3

Grievance Mediation
Grievance mediation is a process by which the parties, with the assistance of an
agreed-upon mediator, work towards the resolution of a dispute arising from the
interpretation, application, administration or alleged contravention of the collective
agreement.
21.3.1

The parties may agree to submit the matter to mediation, either prior to
Stage One of the grievance process or prior to arbitration, in order to
resolve a disagreement.

21.3.2

The Grievance Mediation process is without prejudice to either party.

21.3.3

Proceedings before the Mediator shall be informal. Accordingly, no record
of the proceedings shall be made and legal counsel shall not be used by
either party.

21.3.4

The Mediator shall have the authority to meet separately with any person
or persons, but shall not have the authority to compel the resolution of a
dispute.
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21.4

21.3.5

The Mediator shall provide the parties with an advisory opinion and the
grounds for that opinion.

21.3.6

If the dispute is resolved, the settlement shall be “Without Prejudice”.

21.3.7

If the dispute is not resolved following this process, either party is free to
submit a formal written grievance to the other party, or to proceed to
Arbitration. Nothing said or done by the Mediator may be referred to
during any further proceedings.

21.3.8

The Faculty Association and the College shall share the cost of the
Mediator if any.

Stage One
If the dispute or difference cannot be settled informally, either party may, within
thirty calendar days of the incident, or if grievance mediation has been used, within
30 days of the date the advisory opinion is furnished, present a formal written
grievance to the other party. In unusual circumstances, where the grievor could not
reasonably have been expected to have learned of the incident, these time
requirements shall be waived.
A grievance by the Faculty Association shall be forwarded to the Dean. A grievance
by the College shall be forwarded to the Chair of the Faculty Association. The
grievance shall:
21.4.1

specify which section of the contract has allegedly been violated;

21.4.2

specify what remedy or remedies the grievor believes to be sufficient to
correct the alleged violation;

21.4.3

be signed by the employee(s) affected and a duly authorized officer of the
Faculty Association on the one hand; or by the President on the other
hand.

On behalf of the College, the Dean shall (at Stage One) respond in writing to the
grievance within fourteen calendar days of receipt of the written grievance. In the
meantime, the Faculty Association or the Dean may require a meeting between the
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Dean and the Grievance Committee of the Faculty Association. Either party may
require the aggrieved person(s) to be present at such a meeting.
On behalf of the Faculty Association a duly authorized officer of the Faculty
Association shall similarly respond in writing within fourteen calendar days to a
grievance submitted by the College.
21.5

Stage Two
If the Dean does not render a written response within the time limit, or if the
response is unsatisfactory, the Faculty Association may, within fourteen days of the
expiration of the time limit for response to Stage One, submit the grievance to the
President. The President shall be responsible for seeing that a response in writing is
submitted to the Faculty Association within fourteen calendar days of receipt of the
grievance.
In the meantime, the Faculty Association or the President, on behalf of the College,
may require a meeting between the Grievance Committee and the appropriate
College officers.

21.6

Arbitration
In the event that any grievance has not been settled through the procedure outlined
above, the College or the Faculty Association may, within fourteen days, submit the
grievance to an arbitration board (the College after Stage One, and the Faculty
Association after Stage Two).
The Arbitration Board shall consist of three members: one named by the College
and one named by the Faculty Association. Each of the parties to this agreement
shall have their respective board member selected and made known to each other
within twenty-one working days of notice being given by either party for the
establishment of the Board. The College and the Faculty Association shall agree on
a third member of the Panel to act as Chair of the Board. Every effort shall be made
to ensure that a Chair is selected who has reasonable knowledge of academic
affairs. In the event of failure to agree on a Chair within the time prescribed, the
College and the Faculty Association shall ask the Minister of Labour for the
Province of Saskatchewan to name a Chair. The letter to the Minister shall point
out the importance of having a Chair who has reasonable knowledge of academic
affairs.
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The Board having been formed by the above procedure, shall meet, hear the
evidence of both parties, and render a written decision. The decision of the
majority of the Board on the matter at issue shall be final and binding on both
parties, but the Board shall not be empowered to add to, subtract from, alter or
amend the collective agreement in any way.
The Board of Arbitration may hear a grievance with a technical deficiency if in its
opinion the technical objection has been made solely to avoid dealing with a
substantive issue. Technical deficiencies relating to time may be waived by the
Board if such deficiencies occur as a result of actions or omissions arising in good
faith.
The fees and expenses of the Chair shall be shared equally between the parties.
Each party shall be responsible for its costs, including fees and expenses of it
witnesses and nominee on the Board.
21.7

General
21.7.1

Academic staff members shall be represented by the Faculty Association
at all steps in the dispute resolution process outlined in this article.

21.7.2

At any point during these proceedings the parties may have the assistance
of any witness of any other person concerned.

21.7.3

The time limits imposed by the foregoing provisions may be waived by
mutual agreement between the Faculty Association and the College.

21.7.4

The College shall provide appropriate space for the hearing of grievances
and arbitration cases.
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ARTICLE 22 - SUSPENSION AND OTHER DISCIPLINARY PRACTICES
22.1

The College shall take disciplinary action as the situation warrants. This shall
involve, but not be restricted to, verbal warnings, verbal reprimands, written
warnings, written reprimands, partial or full suspension of duties, and dismissal.
Any disciplinary action undertaken by the College is subject to the grievance
procedures as outlined in Article 21 and, in the case of dismissal for cause, the
procedures outlined in Article 19.3.

22.2

Normally the College shall not suspend or dismiss a member of the academic staff
apart from the provisions under Article 19.3 Dismissal for Cause. The President
may, in the case of misconduct by an academic staff member, and upon the
recommendation of the Dean, suspend a member for a period not to exceed thirty
calendar days; or dismiss a member. The dismissal procedures to be followed in
such cases shall be those provided for in Article 19.3. The President shall in these
situations notify the member in writing stating the reason for, duration and
conditions of the suspension, and in the case of dismissal provide a complete
statement of the grounds for the action.
While on suspension the academic staff member's benefits with the possible
exception of salary are not to be withheld.
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ARTICLE 23 - BENEFIT PROVISIONS
23.1

Education Leave
23.1.1

Academic staff members with the exception of those holding sessional
appointments may be granted a leave of absence without pay for the
purpose of pursuing academic studies.

23.1.2

Application: The application must be made in writing to the Dean eight
months before the commencement of the leave. The Dean shall respond at
least five months before the commencement of the leave.

23.1.3

Duration: Education leave is for up to one year. An application may be
made for renewal for a maximum of one additional year by following the
procedures in 23.1.2.

23.1.4

Grants: The College may award grants of 80 per cent of the academic
staff member's salary to assist with the costs associated with educational
advancement. Applications also shall be considered for grants to assist
with costs associated with shorter educational programs.

23.1.5

The recipient of an education leave grant must agree to return to duties at
the College for a period equal to the time the academic staff member was
absent, or to reimburse the College for the full amount of the grant
received. If a member returns to the College for a period of time less than
the length of the leave, the reimbursement shall be prorated accordingly.

23.1.6

Cancellation: An education leave may be cancelled by the applicant up
to five months prior to the commencement of the leave.

23.1.7

Any of the above specifications may be waived by mutual agreement
between the Dean, the academic staff member, and the Faculty
Association.
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23.2

Vacation
23.2.1

Entitlement
23.2.1.1 Academic staff members shall earn vacation credits on the
following basis:
Up to two years of continuous service: 1 2/3 days per month
(four weeks vacation);
After completion of two years continuous service: 2 1/12 days
per month (five weeks vacation after three years);
After completion of five years continuous service: 2 1/2 days per
month (six weeks vacation after six years).
23.2.1.2 Academic staff members who are employed on a part-time or
reduced basis shall be entitled to earn prorated vacation.
23.2.1.3 Academic staff members shall normally use vacation credits
which have been accumulated but, by mutual agreement between
the member and the College, arrangements may be made for a
member to take annual vacation before such credits have been
calculated.
23.2.1.4 Academic staff members who are engaged for one full year or
less are entitled to vacation leave or vacation pay in lieu at the
rate 4/52nds of salary.

23.2.2

Use of Vacation
23.2.2.1 Academic staff members may use vacation at times approved by
the Dean which shall not interfere with the operation of the
College. Except under unusual circumstances, members shall not
be permitted to use vacation during a period of time when they
are engaged in the instructional process, including the
supervision and grading of exams. Notwithstanding the
aforementioned provision, a member may use the maximum
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entitlement at any one time.
23.2.2.2 Upon written request to the Dean, an academic staff member
may carry over unused vacation entitlement earned in one
academic year to the next academic year, provided it will not
interfere with the operation of the unit. All carried over vacation
must then be used in the year into which it is carried over.
23.2.2.3 Academic staff members must use vacation (four, five or six
weeks, or pro-rata) yearly according to the provisions of this
clause, and no arrangements may be made for payment in lieu,
during the course of employment. With confirmation of the
Dean, where all vacation credits were not used in advance of
termination, the balance will be paid to the academic staff
member. The maximum amount of payout shall be limited to the
current year’s entitlement.
23.3

Statutory and Non-Statutory Holidays
23.3.1

The College recognizes the following holidays:
New Year's Day
Family Day
Good Friday
Victoria Day
Canada Day
Saskatchewan Day
Labour Day
Thanksgiving Day
Remembrance Day
Christmas Day
Boxing Day

23.3.2

As set out in Article 3.1, the University Community shall respect religious
holidays or recognized faiths not covered above. Academic staff members
taking non-statutory holidays in this manner shall inform the Dean and
provide information detailing coverage for their duties during this period.
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23.4

Sick Leave
23.4.1

All academic staff members eligible for the academic salary continuance
plan shall be enrolled according to the requirements of the plan.
23.4.1.1 Academic staff members who work beyond the normal
retirement date and are no longer eligible for salary continuance,
shall be eligible for an additional ninety (90) calendar days of
paid sick leave. An academic staff member whose disability or
illness extends beyond 180 calendar days may elect to take an
unpaid leave of absence for up to one year.

23.5

23.4.2

An academic staff member who is not eligible for the salary continuance
plan shall be granted ten working days' sick leave with pay per year, to be
prorated for shorter terms and non-full-time employment. This sick leave
may not be carried forward from one academic year to another.

23.4.3

It is understood that when an academic staff member is absent on account
of illness for short periods of time (five consecutive working days or less)
the member's colleagues shall be expected to carry out essential duties on
the member's behalf.

Benefit Plans
23.5.1

Eligibility
23.5.1.1 Eligibility for Benefit Plans other than the Pension Plan
All academic staff members with term, tenure-track or tenured
appointments (whether full-time or reduced) of a duration of four
months or more shall be entitled to the benefits described in
sections 23.5.3 to 23.5.7.
23.5.1.2 Eligibility for Part-time Benefit Plans
Academic staff members with sessional appointments shall be
entitled to the benefits described in sections 23.5.4 to 23.5.6 after
they have been employed at the College for the equivalent of 390
hours or more over a period of 26 consecutive weeks. (In
determining hours of employment, one three-credit-hour class
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shall be deemed the equivalent of 208 hours.) In order for
members with sessional appointments to maintain eligibility,
they must work at least 624 hours in a calendar year.
23.5.1.3 Eligibility for Pension Plan
All academic staff members with term, tenure-track or tenured
appointments (whether full-time or reduced) of a duration of four
months or more shall be enrolled in the pension plan described in
section 23.5.8. Contributions and service credits continue beyond
the normal retirement date as specified by the plan within limits
set by the Income Tax Act.
23.5.1.4 Pension Plan Eligibility for Sessional Appointments
Academic staff members with sessional appointments shall be
enrolled after they have been employed at the College for the
equivalent of 700 hours or more or earned at least 35% of the
yearly maximum pensionable earnings as defined by the Canada
Pension Plan in the previous two calendar years. A member shall
continue to remain a member of the plan as long as they are
employed at the College unless they have not been employed in
the previous two calendar years. Contributions and service
credits continue beyond the normal retirement date as specified
by the plan within limits set by the Income Tax Act.
23.5.2

Salary Continuance Plan
23.5.2.1 All eligible academic staff members shall join the plan.
Eligibility terminates as specified by the plan.
23.5.2.2 The College shall pay the full premium for the salary
continuance plan.
23.5.2.3 In the event of illness or injury incapacitating the member,
academic staff members who qualify for benefits in accordance
with Article 23.5.1.2 and are not eligible for the salary
continuance plan, shall be paid the balance of their current
appointment(s). Members with any additional confirmed
appointments will be paid one-quarter of the stipend indicated in
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the letters of appointment, should their situation continue to
prevent a return to work. Payments will be issued upon receipt of
the appropriate documentation.
23.5.3

Group Insurance Plan
All academic staff members who qualify for benefits in accordance with
Articles 23.5.1.1 and 23.5.1.2 shall be provided, at College expense, with
the basic group insurance coverage of one year of annual salary or a
minimum of $25,000 and may apply for additional coverage at their own
expense.

23.5.4

Dental, Optical, and Extended Health Plan
All academic staff members who qualify for benefits in accordance with
Articles 23.5.1.1 and 23.5.1.2 and their eligible dependents shall be
covered by family dental, optical, and extended health care benefit plans.
The College shall pay the cost of the premiums for these plans.
In any Extended Health Plan adopted by the College in future the College
shall make every effort to retain a provision of the current plan, namely for
retiring members to convert to an individual extended health plan without
having to undergo a medical examination.

23.5.5

Comprehensive Health and Fitness Assessment
All academic staff members who qualify for benefits in accordance with
Article 23.5.1.1 and 23.5.1.2 shall be entitled to an annual assessment at
the Dr. Paul Schwann Applied Health and Research Centre. The College
shall pay the cost of the yearly assessment.

23.5.6

Health Care Spending Account
In order to support the benefit programs available to academic staff
members, effective January 1, 2010 a Health Care Spending Account
(HCSA) will be provided in the amount of $200 per member per year for
those members who qualify for benefits in accordance with Article
23.5.1.1. The HCSA will allow members to supplement their benefit
programs on any item or service allowed as a medical expense.

23.5.7

Academic and Administrative Pension Plans
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23.5.7.1 For all academic staff members who are eligible to join the plan,
enrolment is compulsory.
Notwithstanding the above, academic staff members with term
appointments may elect not to join the plan providing the College
and the Faculty Association agree. This shall be an option only
under extraordinary circumstances (as for instance when the
member already belongs to the pension plan of another
employer) and only with the express, written agreement of both
the Faculty Association and the College.
23.5.7.2 Payment of Contributions
The College and eligible academic staff members of the plan
shall each contribute one-half of the contributions to the
Academic and Administrative Pension Plan.
23.5.7.3 Principles Governing the Academic and Administrative
Pension Plan
The parties agree that the pension plan defines a form of deferred
compensation which exists for the sole benefit of the members of
the pension plan and their beneficiaries. Any surplus shall be
used for the benefit of the members and their beneficiaries.
23.6

Payments to Estate of Deceased Members
23.6.1

23.7

When an academic staff member dies, the member shall be paid in full
until the date of death, with normal deductions, and, furthermore, the
College shall pay to the estate of the member, with no deductions other
than those required by law, an amount equal to salary for the balance of
the appointment or for two months, whichever is lesser.

Insurance
23.7.1

Liability
The College shall maintain liability insurance to protect itself against
claims arising out of actions by officers and academic staff members of
the College acting in an authorized capacity on behalf of the College.
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23.7.2

23.8

College Property
If there is no negligence on the part of the academic staff member, a
member shall not be held responsible for damage to College property
which occurs while the member is using that property, when carrying out
her/his normal College duties.

Education Benefits
Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 5, academic staff members who qualify
for benefits in accordance with Article 23.5.1.1, may take a credit class, or noncredit language class offered by the University, provided they are not enrolled as
full-time students at the University of Regina, and provided it does not interfere
with performance of duties. With the prior agreement of the Dean the tuition shall
be refunded upon successful completion. Tuition for only one class per semester
shall be reimbursed. The member and the Dean may discuss ways in which duties
may be reassigned to make it possible for the member to take the class.
23.8.1

The parties agree that the College will waive tuition fees for those
dependent children of Campion faculty who are registered as full-time
students at the College.

23.9

The University of Regina has undertaken to establish a committee to study and
make recommendations concerning means of improving child care access for the
children of academic staff members and ways of securing dedicated spaces in day
care facilities either on or near the University of Regina. The College agrees to
study the findings of this committee and adopt its recommendations, if they are
agreeable.

23.10

Inclusiveness
For the purposes of the Benefit Provisions set out in this Article, the words ‘family’
and ‘spouse’ shall include same-sex couples in compliance with Article 3.1.

ARTICLE 24 - LEAVES
24.1

Court Leave
24.1.1

Jury and Witness Duty: An academic staff member who is called for jury
duty or who is subpoenaed by any body in Canada with the power to do so
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(other than when the member is the plaintiff), shall be granted leave of
absence with pay. The member shall inform the Dean as soon as possible
after receiving notification of being required to appear in court, and may
be required to present proof of such notification. The member shall remit
to the College all compensation received from the court, other than
amounts received for travelling or living expenses.
24.1.2

Personal Litigation: When an academic staff member wishes time off in
order to pursue a civil action in court, the member shall apply to the Dean
for leave of absence without pay.

24.2

Personal Leave
An academic staff member may be granted leave of absence with pay by the Dean
for up to five working days for personal circumstances such as birth or adoption in
the family, grave illness or bereavement in the family, or to attend to urgent
personal matters which cannot otherwise be accomplished. In an emergency, an
application may be made by telephone (to be confirmed in writing) to the Dean
where the particular circumstances warrant it. Leaves for longer periods, with or
without pay, may be granted by the Dean.

24.3

Leave Upon the Birth or Adoption of a Child
24.3.1

An academic staff member holding a tenure-track, tenured, or term
appointment shall be granted maternity, adoption/parental leave for a
period of up to eighteen months by the Dean after having worked twenty
weeks out of the previous fifty-two weeks.

24.3.2

The College shall provide Supplementary Employment Benefits (SEB) as
follows:
24.3.2.1 The academic staff member shall be entitled to receive one
hundred (100) per cent of salary during the first two weeks of the
maternity, adoption/parental leave.
24.3.2.2 Maternity Leave
An academic staff member shall be entitled to leave for a
maximum of fifteen weeks.
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24.3.2.3 Adoption/Parental Leave
On the occasion of the birth or adoption of a child, an academic
staff member shall be entitled to leave for a maximum of thirtyfive weeks.
24.3.2.4 Duration of SEB
SEB payments are equal to the difference between Federal
Employment Insurance Benefits and ninety (90) percent of the
member’s earnings. Payments under Articles 24.3.2.2 and
24.3.2.3 are payable for a combined maximum of twenty-five
(25) weeks.
While the academic staff member is in receipt of SEB, all benefit
coverage shall remain in effect and normal employer/employee
deductions shall apply.
24.3.2.5 Additional Leave
An academic staff member shall be granted additional leave,
without pay, for the balance of the eighteen month period.
Benefit coverage for this leave time shall be as per Article 24.7.
24.3.3

The academic staff member shall give the College at least four (4) weeks’
written notice of the date the leave is to begin. The notice period may be
waived by mutual agreement between the member and the College.

24.3.4

Upon return to work, an academic staff member who has taken leave
under this Article shall resume the member’s former position with full
salary and benefits as provided under this collective agreement.

Nothing in this Article shall prevent an academic staff member from claiming sick
leave.
24.4

Compassionate Care Leave
Academic staff members may apply to the Dean for compassionate care leave of up
to six weeks with or without pay. The application shall be in writing and shall state
why the member is requesting leave. If a family member faces a significant risk of
death during the period for which leave is being requested, leave shall not be
refused unreasonably. Leaves for longer periods may be granted by the Dean during
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which the member may be eligible for additional Employment Insurance
Compassionate Care Benefits from Human Resources and Skills Development
Canada.
24.5

24.6

Leave to Seek Nomination and Election to Political Office
24.5.1

Upon written request to the Dean, the College shall grant to an academic
staff member, leave of absence without pay to seek nomination as a
candidate, to be a candidate, and to hold elected political office in
municipal, provincial, or federal government.

24.5.2

The academic staff member shall inform the Dean when deciding to seek
candidacy, and shall make every attempt to give the longest possible
notice and shall actively cooperate in arrangements for the uninterrupted
continuation of the work of the academic unit.

24.5.3

The leave may be partial or complete depending upon the requirements of
the academic staff member's responsibilities. The leave shall be for a
specific term and may be renewed.

24.5.4

At the expiration of the leave the academic staff member may return to
employment with the College and shall be granted rights and privileges
associated with employment with the College, with service counting up to
the date the leave commenced. In the case of partial leave service time
shall be prorated.

General Leave of Absence Without Pay
24.6.1

An academic staff member may be granted leave of absence without pay
for good and sufficient reason. Such leaves shall not be withheld
unreasonably.

24.6.2

Application: An application in writing shall normally be submitted to the
Dean at least six months in advance of the semester in which the leave
shall commence, stating the purpose of the leave. For leaves of short
duration, those outside of the fall and winter semester periods, or in the
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case of emergencies, these time requirements may be waived but in any
case the application should be made as early as possible.

24.7

24.6.3

Duration: Leaves may be granted for any period of time up to one year.
Leaves shall normally be granted at times and for periods which will not
disrupt a semester's activities. An application may be made to extend a
leave for one further year at a time by following the procedures in 24.6.2.

24.6.4

Any of the above specifications may be waived by mutual agreement
between the Dean, the academic staff member, and the Faculty
Association.

Employee Benefits During Leave of Absence Without Pay
24.7.1

If the leave is for 31 days or less, employee benefits coverage and
payments by employee and employer remain the same.

24.7.2

If the leave is for more than 31 days:
Pension Plan - Service credit may continue to be accumulated by the
academic staff member making prior arrangements in accordance with the
terms of the plan.
Salary Continuance Plan – The academic staff member may continue
coverage by prepaying the appropriate premium in accordance with the
provisions of the plan.
Group Insurance - The College shall maintain the basic coverage on any
academic staff member on leave. The member may arrange to continue
optional coverage by prepaying the appropriate premiums. (Failure to
continue optional coverage may require a medical examination as a
condition of reinstating coverage.)
Extended Health, Dental and Optical Plan: The academic staff member
may continue coverage by prepaying the appropriate premium in
accordance with the provisions of the plan.

24.8

General
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Time spent on maternity leave, adoption/parental leave or on jury and witness duty
shall count as service with the College when determining salary adjustments
(including career-growth increments), retiring allowances and eligibility for
sabbaticals.
Time spent on other leaves as specified in this Article does not normally count as
service with the College for salary adjustments, waiting period for sabbatical leave
eligibility, or any other career consideration, unless it has been stated otherwise in
writing at the time the leave is granted.
Prior to the granting of any leave, at the request of the academic staff member, the
College shall clarify and state in writing the effect on career considerations (such as
salary adjustments, eligibility for leaves, etc.).
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ARTICLE 25 - FINANCIAL EXIGENCY
25.1

The parties agree that the process of long-range planning should obviate the
possibility of a financial exigency occurring. However, the parties further agree
that in the unlikely event of a financial exigency, in view of the ramifications to the
careers of academic staff members, an orderly and equitable way of dealing with the
situation is essential.

25.2

As soon as the College perceives that a financial exigency exists, it shall convey
this information to the Faculty Association in writing, indicating the nature of the
problem, its probable magnitude and impact on the careers of members of the
academic staff.

25.3

25.3.1

The Faculty Association, through its Campion College representatives,
shall be fully consulted by the College officers concerned and shall be
provided with detailed financial and budgetary information and such longrange projections as can be based on that information.
The parties agree that the following steps shall be taken before there is any
reduction in the number of academic staff members;
25.3.1.1 reduce non-academic expenditure equitably to the extent feasible;
25.3.1.2 reduce academic non-salary expenditure to the extent feasible;
25.3.1.3 make no further term appointments for the year in which the
financial problem is predicted, except to meet critical program
needs which cannot otherwise be met;
25.3.1.4 offer early retirement to appropriate academic staff members,
under the terms of the pension plan;
25.3.1.5 as required, assign academic staff members partly or wholly to
vacancies in other areas of the College within their academic
competence with no reduction in rank or status;
25.3.1.6 make no further appointments unless a position cannot be filled
by an inside transfer and is necessary to maintain the proposed
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level of operation;
25.3.1.7 undertake other similar measures where possible.
25.3.2

When the parties have agreed which of the above steps shall be
undertaken, they shall attempt to jointly determine whether a financial
exigency continues to exist, its total amount, and the proportion of that
amount which is to be borne by reduction in the number of academic staff
members.

25.3.3

If the College, and the Faculty Association agree that there is no exigency,
the College shall proceed with the jointly planned procedures, and the
matter of exigency ends.

25.3.4

If the Faculty Association and the College agree that an exigency exists
and further agree on the portion to be borne by reduction in the number of
academic staff members, the College shall proceed with consequent
notices to the members concerned, according to the procedures specified
in Article 25.8.

25.4

If there is a disagreement between the Faculty Association and the College, and if
the Faculty Association requests it, an Exigency Review Committee shall be
established. One member shall be named by the Chair of the Faculty Association
and one member shall be named by the President of the College and they shall
jointly select a chair. If the President and the Chair cannot agree upon a chair, one
of the two shall be selected by lot who shall have the right to name the chair. The
purpose of the committee is to make a recommendation to the President concerning
Article 25.6.

25.5

The report of the Exigency Review Committee shall be submitted to the President
within seventy-five calendar days of the date of the President's letter to the Faculty
Association informing it of the financial exigency.

25.6

Following the review of the report of the expiration of the time limit (referred to in
Article 25.5), the President shall forward to the Chair of the Faculty Association a
written statement setting forth:
25.6.1

whether a financial exigency exists;
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25.6.2

the total deficiency expressed in monetary terms;

25.6.3

the portion, expressed in monetary terms, which is to be borne by
reduction in the number of academic staff members.

25.7

Seniority
Seniority shall be established by the date upon which continuous employment
commenced in a rank specified in Article 13 or the rank formerly known as
Instructor. Seniority is not affected by leave taken in accordance with the provisions
of this agreement.

25.8

Discontinuance of Employment
Within the academic unit, the following groups shall be discontinued in order:
25.8.1

academic staff members on term appointments (where appointments
extend beyond the length of the notice period) shall have their
employment discontinued in reverse order of seniority;

25.8.2

academic staff members on probation shall have their employment
discontinued in reverse order of seniority;

25.8.3

academic staff members who hold appointments with tenure shall have
their employment discontinued in reverse order of seniority;

25.8.4

within a group in a faculty or similar unit, if two or more academic staff
members have equal seniority, the order of seniority between them shall
be determined by lot.

25.9

The proportional deficiency expressed in Article 25.6.3 shall then be reduced by
discontinuing the employment of members of the academic staff on a bargaining
unit-wide basis (within the groups listed in 25.8.1, 25.8.2, and 25.8.3) in reverse
order of seniority until the deficiency has been eliminated.

25.10

Notice
25.10.1 An academic staff member on a term appointment shall be given three
months' notice in writing (notwithstanding this clause, term employment
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ceases on the date stated in the letter of appointment).
25.10.2 An academic staff member holding a tenure-track appointment with fewer
than three years of service shall be given six months' notice in writing.
25.10.3 An academic staff member holding a tenure-track appointment with three
or four years of service shall be given twelve months' notice in writing.
25.10.4 An academic staff member with tenure status shall be given eighteen
months' notice in writing.
25.11

Discontinuance Benefits
25.11.1 An academic staff member on a term appointment whose employment is
discontinued under the terms of this article shall be entitled to one month's
pay for every completed year of service at the time of discontinuance, with
part years prorated.
25.11.2 A probationary academic staff member whose employment is discontinued
under the terms of this article shall be entitled to one month's pay for every
year or partial year of service at the time of discontinuance.
25.11.3 An academic staff member with tenure whose employment is terminated
under the terms of this article shall be entitled to discontinuance benefits
according to the following formula:
For up to two completed years of service at time of discontinuance: six
months' pay.
For more than two completed years of service at the time of
discontinuance: six months' pay, plus one-half months' pay for each
further year or partial year of service. The maximum total discontinuance
payment shall be twenty-four months' salary.

25.12

Recall
An academic staff member whose employment is discontinued under the terms of
this Article, shall be subject to recall for a period of three years. Notwithstanding
this, term employees' recall rights do not extend beyond the terminal date expressed
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in their letter of appointment.
25.12.1 Academic staff members, according to the provisions of Article 25.13,
may be recalled because of two conditions:
25.12.1.1

a general increase in the budget of the College which
enables it to commence rebuilding towards the level which
existed at the time of the exigency; (Recall under this
circumstances is referred to as General Recall.)

25.12.1.2

an unforeseen opening for an academic staff member
occurring through the resignation, retirement, death, leave or
secondment of a member, or through the receipt of a funding
from a source other than the provincial grant. (This is
referred to as Special Recall.)

25.12.2 General Recall
Academic staff members shall be recalled in order of seniority.
25.12.3 Special Recall
When an opening occurs in the bargaining unit, the Faculty Association
shall be informed and then the position shall be offered to members of the
bargaining unit, in order of seniority, who are reasonably qualified to fill
the position.
25.12.4 In the event that there is no one on the recall list who is reasonably
qualified or if no one accepts a recall, and if the Faculty Association
agrees that the recall provision has been exercised properly, the College
may proceed to fill the vacancy through normal recruiting and
appointment procedures.
25.13

Notice and Acceptance of Recall
25.13.1 An academic staff member being offered recall shall be notified in writing,
by letter forwarded to the member's last known address, with a copy to the
Faculty Association. The academics staff member shall have one month in
which to respond to the recall offer.
25.13.2 If the academic staff member fails to respond to a recall, or refuses a recall
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which is not specified as temporary, the member's name shall be removed
from the recall list.
25.13.3 If an academic staff member is offered a temporary recall (e.g. as a leave
replacement) it may be refused by the member without prejudicing recall
rights.
25.13.4 When an academic staff member accepts a recall which is not temporary,
the member shall be given a period of six months from the date of the
notice of recall to take up the duties.
25.14

Order of Recall
Order of recall depends upon seniority as defined in Article 25.7. However, if it is
necessary to choose between two or more academic staff members with equal
seniority, it shall be done by lot, at the time of the recall opportunity.

25.15

Repayment of Benefits Upon Recall
When accepting a recall, an academic staff member shall be required to repay to the
College any discontinuance payments received over and above what would have
been earned during the period employment was discontinued. When a member
accepts a temporary recall, the repayment shall be prorated accordingly.

25.16

While subject to recall, academic staff members may use the Library and such other
College facilities as may be made available from time to time. In addition, an
member may elect to continue coverage in the pension and benefit plans at the
member's expense and in accordance with the provisions of the plan.
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ARTICLE 26 - AMENDMENTS TO THE UNIVERSITY OF REGINA ACT
26.1

The parties to this Agreement agree that when one party receives a formal request
or proposal by the Provincial Government concerning an amendment to The
University of Regina Act, that party shall immediately inform the other party of the
substance of the request or proposal.

26.2

The parties to this Agreement agree that if one of them proposes to submit a request
to the Provincial Government concerning an amendment to The University of
Regina Act, it shall provide the other party with 30 days' notice of its intention and
the substance of the proposed request.

26.3

The parties to this Agreement agree that each shall forward to the other party a copy
of any formal proposal or response that it submits to the Provincial Government
concerning an amendment to The University of Regina Act, within seven days of
making the submission.
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ARTICLE 27 - STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
27.1

The Faculty Association agrees that it shall not engage in or participate in any slowdown, strike or picketing during the currency of this agreement. The College agrees
that it shall not lock out any academic staff members during the currency of this
agreement.

27.2

Any academic staff member who refuses to cross a picket line established by
another certified bargaining agent in consequence of a strike shall not be in breach
of this Agreement, and shall not be subject to disciplinary action nor loss of pay
providing the member performs his or her normal duties.

27.3

In the event of a lockout or strike involving other bargaining units at the College,
academic staff members shall not be required to perform the work of striking
employees.

27.4

During a strike or a lockout, academic staff members will normally not be declared
essential. Exceptions are to be negotiated by the Faculty Association, the member,
and the College, recognizing that appropriate legislation will apply.
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ARTICLE 28 - DURATION AND CONTINUANCE OF THE AGREEMENT
28.1

This Collective Agreement shall be binding and remain in effect from July 1, 2008
to June 30, 2011.

28.2

Unless specifically provided otherwise, this agreement shall continue in force
beyond the date noted above, including during any period of negotiation until a new
collective agreement is ratified, except that the "no strike, no lockout" clause is not
in effect after June 30, 2011.

28.3

This Collective Agreement may be reopened at any time by mutual agreement. Any
time during 180 days prior to the expiration of the Collective Agreement either
party may require the Collective Agreement to be reopened for negotiation by
forwarding notice in writing to the other party.

28.4

In the event a new agreement has not been signed within six months after the
commencement of bargaining, either party may apply for mediation/conciliation on
any outstanding issues.

28.5

The parties to this agreement may occasionally make limited modifications to the
details of this agreement. Both parties must agree to the modification and specify
their agreement by signing a Memorandum of Agreement.

28.6

The cost of preparing each new edition of the Collective Agreement (or relevant
Appendices as the case may be) will be alternated between the parties. The Faculty
Association will pay for the 2008-2011 Agreement.

28.7

All changes related to monetary compensation shall be made retroactive to July 1,
2008, for all academic staff members employed during the period of this
Agreement. Unless expressly provided for in the Collective Agreement, all other
changes to the terms and conditions of this Collective Agreement shall not be
retroactive and shall come into effect only when the new collective agreement is
signed by both parties.
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ARTICLE 29 – INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
29.1

Definition and General Principles
29.1.1

Intellectual property (IP) means any result of conceptual or artistic activity
that is created by an academic staff member and can be owned by a
person. This includes all works that can be protected under copyright,
patent, trademark, or other equivalent legislation.

29.1.2

It is recognized that a major purpose of a university and colleges with
which it is federated or affiliated is to promote the advancement and
dissemination of knowledge. Campion College (the College) endorses and
encourages the lively engagement of academic staff members in research,
scholarship, and professional activities, and shall assist and enhance
members’ capabilities to pursue these aims, insofar as it is reasonable to
do so.
As an academic community, the College values scholarly activity,
including the creation and sharing of ideas. Ideas are to be shared as
widely as possible and do not constitute IP. The tangible, material, or
electronic form that ideas take may give rise to issues of ownership. It is
to these issues of ownership that Article 29 is addressed.

29.1.3 The College encourages academic staff members to make their IP freely
accessible to the academic community and to the general public. The
College and the Faculty Association recognize that in specific
circumstances it may be in the public interest to limit access.
29.1.4

No academic staff member shall be required to engage in any research
activity the findings of which are prohibited from being published or fully
disclosed to the public. The term “full disclosure” shall be subject to the
limitations imposed by the University of Regina’s Research Ethics Board.

29.1.5

In the absence of a written agreement to the contrary, academic staff
members are the owners of all intellectual property, and all rights
(including copyright, patents, trademarks, and other equivalent rights) to
intellectual property, that they create in the course of their employment at
the College. Except as provided for by Article 30, IP shall not be used or
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distributed by the College without the express written consent of the
members who own it.
29.1.6

Academic staff members shall have the exclusive authority to decide
whether to pursue commercialization of their IP.

29.1.7

Notwithstanding Article 29.1.5, the College shall have certain prerogatives
(namely those specified in Article 29.1.8) over the IP of academic staff
members when all of the following conditions are met:


the IP was created by members in the course of carrying out their
duties to the College (as defined in Article 16);



the IP was created by members using facilities or equipment that were
deemed specialized as specified in Article 29.1.7.1, at the time the
work began, and that were provided by the College (directly or
obtained through external funding) without personal cost to the
members;



members intend to pursue commercialization of the IP in question.

29.1.7.1 The College shall establish written, public criteria for
determining the facilities and equipment available that shall be
deemed “specialized”. When establishing or revising these
criteria, the Dean shall consult in committee with the academic
staff members of the College.
29.1.7.2 The terms “specialized facilities” and “specialized equipment”
shall not be construed to include the standard academic resources
with which by custom all members are provided.
29.1.7.3 Payment of salary to members shall not in itself confer upon the
College any ownership rights over the IP developed by members.
29.1.8

When all of the conditions specified in 29.1.7 have been met, the College
shall have the following prerogatives:


to co-manage the commercialization process;
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if it chooses to co-manage the commercialization process, to claim up
to 50% of the profits resulting from commercialization;



to make an offer to the academic staff member for acquiring partial or
full ownership of the IP being commercialized.

29.1.8.1 If the College enters into a co-management agreement with an
academic staff member, the member shall be reimbursed for
personal expenses incurred in creating and commercializing the
IP before the College became a co-manager.
29.1.9

In cases not covered by 29.1.7 and 29.1.8, an academic staff member who
owns IP may elect to transfer ownership or use of the IP to the College.
The transfer agreement shall be in writing and signed by the member and
the College. Where the College commercializes the IP, the member shall
be entitled to a share of any profits resulting from the commercialization.
Agreements shall be in accordance with the provisions of the Collective
Agreement and the IP Policy of the College.

29.1.10 The College shall encourage the development, production, and
dissemination of IP, and shall endeavour to protect the IP of academic
staff members. The College shall not arbitrarily abandon, destroy or
neglect activities and projects in which the IP of members is embodied.
29.1.11 Any IP created by an academic staff member shall be owned by the
College when all of the following conditions have been met:


the member was specifically assigned, outside the scope of the
member’s normal duties, to create the IP;



the member received advance, written notice from the College of this
assignment;



the member accepted the assignment in advance and in writing;



the member agreed in advance and in writing to transfer ownership to
the College of any resulting IP.
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29.1.12 The College shall not oblige or pressure academic staff members to follow
any particular course of action with regard to IP-related matters. Members’
decisions on IP-related matters shall not be recorded in their performance
reviews, shall not affect their performance review adversely in any way,
and shall not be an occasion for discipline.
29.1.13 The University of Regina maintains a Policy on IP. The University shall
advise the Dean of Campion College on any review or amendment of the
Policy. Nothing in the Policy shall contravene the provisions of the
Collective Agreement.
29.2

Intellectual Property Committee (IPC)
29.2.1

By agreement with the University of Regina, Campion academic staff
members are eligible for appointment to the IPC. For information
regarding the composition and duties of the IPC refer to Article 29.2 of the
University of Regina Academic Collective Agreement.
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ARTICLE 30 – INSTRUCTIONAL AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
30.1

In this collective agreement, Instructional and Information Technology is defined as
any electronic media used to deliver academic instruction.

30.2

The College recognises that the use of Instructional and Information Technology in
the performance of the duties of academic staff members can have unforeseeable
implications for the fair and equitable distribution of normal workload within a
academic unit. The College is committed to ensuring that members receive
appropriate recognition through the performance review process for their
contributions when Instructional and Information Technology is used in the
performance of duties.

30.3

When academic staff members receive project funding from an external, public or
non-profit agency (for example Campus Saskatchewan) specifically to develop a
course designed around the use of Instructional and Information Technology, the
College shall have the right to use the resulting course materials for a period of five
years. The five year period shall commence on the first day of lectures of the first
term in which the newly-developed course is offered. This right shall extend only to
internal use for non-commercial purposes. The College must notify the member(s)
in writing, before the member begins to develop the course, that it intends to claim
this right. If the member is not provided such notification, the College shall not
receive the right to use the course materials. During the five-year period the College
shall consult with the member(s) who developed the course concerning scheduling
and further development that might be required.
30.3.1

If a course is scheduled to be delivered during the period that the College
has the right to use the course materials, the appointment for teaching the
course shall normally go to the academic staff member who developed it
(or if the course was developed by more than one member, to one of the
members who developed it). Should the course developer(s) be
unavailable or decline to teach the course, the appointment shall go to
another member.

30.3.2

Normally the academic staff member who first developed a course shall be
the one to determine whether it requires any further development and to
undertake that work.
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30.4

The particular expertise, effort, or amount of time necessary for individual
academic staff members to prepare Instructional and Information Technology
courses varies from one setting to the next and among individuals. It is recognised
that preparing and delivering courses using Instructional and Information
Technology frequently requires skills and efforts beyond those required for
“traditional” courses. Therefore, with the approval of the Dean, courses that
employ Instructional and Information Technology shall be deemed to carry a
teaching load equal to 1.5 times the credit hours assigned to the course. Any
members teaching such courses on a sessional or overload basis shall be
compensated accordingly.

30.5

Matters of intellectual property are governed by Article 29 of this agreement.
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APPENDIX A
1.

Salary Ranges

Effective July 1, 2008
Career-growth Normal Merit
Merit
Increments
Ceiling Increments Ceiling
9 x 2,795 121,688
9 x 2,605 100,403 3 x 2,605 108,218
8 x 2,422 83,085
3 x 2,422 90,351
8 x 1,668 63,366
3 x 1,668 68,370

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Lecturer

Floor
96,533
76,958
63,709
50,022

Librarian IV
Librarian III
Librarian II
Librarian I

79,035
68,443
57,317
50,022

7
7
6
6

x
x
x
x

97,270
84,718
69,587
60,030

3
3
3

x 2,325 91,693
x 2,045 75,722
x 1,668 65,034

Lab Instructor III
Lab Instructor II
Lab Instructor I

58,529
53,250
47,151

7
6
6

x 2,378 75,175
x 2,114 65,934
x 1,850 58,251

3
3

x 2,114 72,276
x 1,850 63,801

Instructor III
Instructor II
Instructor I

58,206
50,421
45,273

7
6
6

x 2,378 74,852
x 2,114 63,105
x 1,850 56,373

3
3

x 2,114 69,447
x 1,850 61,923

Sessional Lecturer III
Sessional Lecturer II
Sessional Lecturer I

6,158
5,675
5,433

2,605
2,325
2,045
1,668

The salary range for Archivist I, II, III and IV shall be the same as for Librarian I, II, III and IV. In
addition all other elements of this Collective Agreement shall apply for Archivists in the same
fashion as for Librarians.
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Effective July 1, 2009
Career-growth Normal Merit
Floor Increments
Ceiling Increments

Merit
Ceiling

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Lecturer

102,418
81,914
68,035
53,698

9
9
8
8

x
x
x
x

2,928
2,729
2,537
1,747

128,770
106,475
88,331
67,674

3
3
3

x 2,729
x 2,537
x 1,747

114,662
95,942
72,915

Librarian IV
Librarian III
Librarian II
Librarian I

82,789
71,694
60,040
52,398

7
7
6
6

x
x
x
x

2,729
2,435
2,142
1,747

101,892
88,739
72,892
62,880

3
3
3

x 2,435
x 2,142
x 1,747

96,044
79,318
68,121

Lab Instructor III
Lab Instructor II
Lab Instructor I

61,309
55,779
49,391

7
6
6

x 2,491
x 2,214
x 1,938

78,746
69,063
61,019

3
3

x 2,214
x 1,938

75,705
66,833

Instructor III
Instructor II
Instructor I

60,971
52,816
47,423

7
6
6

x 2,491
x 2,214
x 1,938

78,408
66,100
59,051

3
3

x 2,214
x 1,938

72,742
64,865

Sessional Lecturer III
Sessional Lecturer II
Sessional Lecturer I

6,451
5,945
5,691

The salary range for Archivist I, II, III and IV shall be the same as for Librarian I, II, III and IV. In
addition all other elements of this Collective Agreement shall apply for Archivists in the same
fashion as for Librarians.
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Effective July 1, 2010
Career-growth Normal Merit
Floor Increments
Ceiling Increments

Merit
Ceiling

Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Lecturer

108,583
87,105
72,567
57,549

9
9
8
8

x
x
x
x

3,067
2,859
2,658
1,830

136,186
112,836
93,831
72,189

3
3
3

x 2,859
x 2,658
x 1,830

121,413
101,805
77,679

Librarian IV
Librarian III
Librarian II
Librarian I

86,721
75,099
62,892
54,887

7
7
6
6

x
x
x
x

2,859
2,551
2,244
1,830

106,734
92,956
76,356
65,867

3
3
3

x 2,551
x 2,244
x 1,830

100,609
83,088
71,357

Lab Instructor III
Lab Instructor II
Lab Instructor I

64,221
58,429
51,737

7
6
6

x 2,609
x 2,319
x 2,030

82,484
72,343
63,917

3
3

x 2,319
x 2,030

79,300
70,007

Instructor III
Instructor II
Instructor I

63,867
55,325
49,676

7
6
6

x 2,609
x 2,319
x 2,030

82,130
69,239
61,856

3
3

x 2,319
x 2,030

76,196
67,946

Sessional Lecturer III
Sessional Lecturer II
Sessional Lecturer I

6,757
6,227
5,961

The salary range for Archivist I, II, III and IV shall be the same as for Librarian I, II, III and IV. In
addition all other elements of this Collective Agreement shall apply for Archivists in the same
fashion as for Librarians.
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2.

Career-growth Increments
Career-growth increments shall be awarded to eligible academic staff members on
July 1, 2008, July 1, 2009, and July 1, 2010.
If a new collective agreement has not been signed by June 30, 2011, the Careergrowth Increments stipulated above for the 2010-11 academic year shall be awarded
to eligible academic staff members each July 1 until a new contract is signed.

3.

Normal and Merit Ceilings
The salaries of academic staff members in the faculty, librarian, laboratory
instructor, and instructor categories shall not exceed the relevant normal ceilings
specified in the salary-range tables above except by the awarding of merit
increments or by initial appointment above the normal ceiling and below the merit
ceiling. (Members appointed above the normal ceiling shall not be eligible for any
career-growth increments.)
The salaries of academic staff members in the faculty, librarian, laboratory
instructor, and instructor categories shall not exceed the relevant merit ceilings
specified in the salary-range tables above. Members in the Professor, Librarian IV,
Laboratory Instructor III, and Instructor III categories shall not have merit ceilings.
An academic staff member may advance to or beyond the normal ceiling by any
combination of career-growth increments and merit increments. Members may
advance beyond the normal ceiling only by the number of merit increments they
have received in their current rank or that they have carried forward from their
previous rank. Members can carry forward, from the date of promotion to their
current rank, the credit for having been awarded one merit increment in the five
years prior to promotion.

4.

Sessional Lecturers
Sessional Lecturer stipends include vacation pay of 4/52nds.
4.1

Sessional Lecturer stipends are based on a three-credit-hour class. Classes
for other than three credit hours shall be pro-rated.
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5.

Sessional Laboratory Instructors
Sessional laboratory instructors shall be paid per hour of classroom time at the
following rates (all of which includes vacation pay of 4/52nds):
Effective July 1, 2008:
Effective July 1, 2009:
Effective July 1, 2010:

$72.85
$76.31
$79.93

6.

Overload Stipends
Overload stipends shall be set at the Sessional Lecturer I stipend as stipulated in
Item 1 above

7.

Payment for Courses Outside Normal Duties
Academic staff members teaching a credit course (including any CCE credit course)
that is not part of their normal duties shall be paid an overload stipend under either
of the following conditions:


the member has an appointment in the faculty or instructor categories, the
member is not on a leave of absence without pay, and the course is
administered by a Department (or equivalent unit) to which the member is
appointed or with which the member has an established interdisciplinary
relationship (note that members in this category may elect to reduce their
teaching load in some future semester in lieu of accepting an overload stipend)



the member has a concurrent appointment in the faculty or instructor categories
at the University of Regina, Luther College, or the First Nations University of
Canada.

Academic staff members teaching a credit course (including any CCE credit course)
that is not part of their normal duties shall be paid at the appropriate sessional rate
under one or more of the following conditions:


the member is a laboratory instructor or librarian



the member has an appointment in the faculty or instructor categories and is on
leave of absence without pay
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8.

the member has an appointment in the faculty or instructor categories and the
course is in a Department (or equivalent unit) other than that to which the
member is appointed or with which the member has an established
interdisciplinary relationship.

Additional Taxable Allowances for Travelling
8.1
For teaching classes coordinated through the College and offered outside
the city of Regina, academic staff members shall be paid the following
travel allowances:
Effective July 1, 2008: within 150 kilometres of Regina: $340
more than 150 kilometres from Regina: $515
8.2

9.

Academic staff members who teach a course by means of teleconferencing
shall receive an allowance equal in value to the lower of the two travel
allowance specified in Item 12.1.

The salary ranges stated above have been increased as follows:
July 1, 2008

Increase salary scales for all academic staff members by four and
three-quarters (4.75) per cent.
Drop two (2) career-growth increments from the bottom and add
one (1) career-growth increment to the top of the ranges for
faculty, librarians, laboratory instructors and instructors. Note:
Academic staff members already at, or above, their normal
ceiling in 2007-08 shall be eligible for a career-growth increment
as a result of this change.

July 1, 2009

Increase salary scales for all academic staff members by four and
three-quarters (4.75) per cent. The scales in the faculty category
will be further increased by $1,300.

July 1, 2010

Increase salary scales for all academic staff members by four and
three-quarters (4.75) per cent. The scales in the faculty category
will be further increased by $1,300.

The salaries of all academic staff members in the faculty, librarian, lab instructor
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and instructor categories shall be determined as follows:

10.

July 1, 2008

Increase salaries by 4.75%. All academic staff members who are
two steps below the new floor shall have their salary increased
by two (2) increments; all academic staff members who are one
step below the new floor shall have their salary increased by one
and a half (1.5) increments; all academic staff members who are
at the new floor shall have their salary increased by one (1)
increment; and all academic staff members who are one step
above the new floor shall have their salary increased by half (0.5)
an increment.

July 1, 2009

Increase salaries by 4.75%. In addition, $1,300 will be added to
the base salaries of those academic staff members in the faculty
category.

July 1, 2010

Increase salaries by 4.75%. In addition, $1,300 will be added to
the base salaries of those academic staff members in the faculty
category.

Accountable Professional Expense Account
10.1
Effective July 1, 2008 all academic staff members except sessional
lecturers shall receive a $1,400 accountable professional expense account
per fiscal year.
10.1.1

The College shall reimburse sessional lecturers for approved
expenses related to the specific course(s) to which they have
been appointed (to a maximum of $150 per course).

10.2

Persons who are appointed after the beginning of the fiscal year or whose
appointment will terminate during a fiscal year shall have their accounts
prorated accordingly.

10.3

The funds in accountable professional expense accounts must be spent in
accordance with the College regulations. At no time may they be used for
any purchase or expenditure that would be a taxable benefit to the
academic staff member.
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11.

10.4

Funds in an expense account may be carried forward automatically into
the following fiscal year, provided the amount in the account does not
exceed a sum which is three times the current amount of funds deposited
annually into the account.

10.5

At the end of a fiscal year, funds remaining in an expense account may be
transferred to The Campion College Research Trust Fund.

The Campion College Research Trust Fund
11.1

The Fund
There shall be a fund at the College called The Campion College Research
Trust Fund, the proceeds of which are to be used solely for legitimate
expenses incurred by academic staff members in research and scholarly
pursuits. The money in the Fund is vested solely in the College. The
signing authority for the Fund is the Dean of the College, or the designate
for that title.

11.2

Donations to the Fund
11.2.1 Academic staff members may donate to the Campion College
Research Trust Fund by:
11.2.1.1 Indicating to the Executive Director of Administrative
Services in writing that they wish to donate the total
sum payable for the teaching of an extra-session or
overload class (such election to be indicated within one
week of commencement of teaching the class);
11.2.1.2 Indicating in writing to the Executive Director that the
monthly sum received as part of the administrative
stipend shall henceforth be remitted to the Fund, until
such time as written notice is forwarded indicating that
the donations cease;
11.2.1.3 Indicating in writing to the Executive Director that the
balance in the accountable professional expense
account at the end of a fiscal year is to be remitted to
the Fund;
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11.2.1.4 Making a lump sum donation (not to exceed $600 in
any calendar year);
11.2.1.5 Indicating in writing to the Executive Director that a
monthly sum be deducted from payroll (not to exceed
$50) and remitted to the Fund, until such time as written
notice is forwarded to the Executive Director indicating
that such donations cease.

11.3

11.2.2

A charitable donations receipt for income tax purposes shall be
issued for all donations to the Fund, except for donations from an
accountable professional expense account.

11.2.3

An academic staff member may stipulate that the funds donated
are to be made available for specific research and only a person
or persons engaging in such research qualify for reimbursement
of expenditures from the Fund. Any funds so designated
remaining in the account five years after the date of last deposit
or expenditure shall revert to the general Campion College
Research Fund.

Application to the Fund
11.3.1 An academic staff member shall make a prior application to the
Dean of the College to determine whether all, a limited portion,
or none of proposed expenditures will be reimbursed from the
Fund upon formal application.
11.3.2

Applications for reimbursement shall be made in the manner
prescribed by the Dean, and must be accompanied by proper
receipts and comply with normal College procedures.

11.3.3

Expenditures which may be reimbursed must be related to the
academic staff member's research or related scholarly and
professional activities, and be in the general nature of:
11.3.3.1 books, manuscripts, subscriptions, equipment,
instruments, materials or course supplies (which
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become the property of the College);
11.3.3.2 fees for professional training courses;
11.3.3.3 travel or local expenses related to meetings or related to
research activities not covered by normal travel grants;
11.3.3.4 membership dues in professional associations or
learned societies (but not the Faculty Club membership
dues);
11.3.3.5 payment to casual and part-time assistants who have
been employed directly in the research or in the
preparation of articles, manuscripts or books pertaining
thereto;
11.3.3.6 travel expenses incurred in bringing to the College
bona fide research collaborators;
11.3.3.7 expenditures associated with research assistance such
as computer time.
11.3.4

12.

Expenditures may not be reimbursed which would result in a
taxable benefit to the academic staff member. Furthermore, no
salary, fee, stipends, etc., paid to the individual or to that person's
immediate family shall be reimbursed, and no entertainment
expenses may be reimbursed.

Administrative Stipends
The stipend for the Assistant Dean shall be $5,000 per annum.
The stipend for a Department Head shall be $1,200 per annum.
The stipend for area representatives shall be $650 per annum.
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APPENDIX B
INSTRUCTIONAL AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The Faculty Association and the College recognize that Instructional and Information
Technology is extensively used in teaching and that the terms and conditions associated with
such use are changing rapidly. The parties also recognize that this use has an impact on the
duties and workloads of academic staff members.
The University of Regina has undertaken to establish a committee to study and make
recommendations concerning the application and use of Instructional and Information
Technology in teaching and implications for duties and workloads of members. The College
agrees to study the findings of said committee and adopt its recommendations.
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APPENDIX C
TIMELINES
General
Academic year

July 1 to June 30

Review year

January 1 to December 31

Normal date of appointment for academic staff members in
faculty, instructor, and laboratory instructor categories.

July 1

Performance Review Sequence
November 30





Deadline for application for promotion, merit, or tenure and
submission of supporting documentation (for promotion
and/or tenure only).
Deadline for submitting the names of three referees for
academic staff members applying for promotion to Professor
or Librarian IV, or applying or being considered for tenure.
Deadline for academic staff members not due for a
performance review to request a performance review.

December 15



Deadline for academic staff members with tenure-track
appointments to submit their Annual Information Forms and
supporting documentation.

January 31



Deadline for academic staff members with term or tenured
appointments to submit their Annual Information Forms and
supporting documentation.

March 31



Deadline for academic staff members with tenure-track
appointments to be informed concerning renewal of
appointment or granting of tenure.

Within 30 days of



Deadline for academic staff members to file notice of appeal
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notification and no
later than April 30

with the Faculty Association of the non-renewal of a tenuretrack appointment or the denial of tenure.

June 30



Deadline for academic staff members to be informed about
granting of CGIs, merit increments, and promotion.

July 1





Decision on career progress takes effect.
CGIs awarded to academic staff members not being reviewed.
Deadline for the Dean or equivalent to inform academic staff
members not normally due to be reviewed that they are going
to be reviewed.

August 15



Deadline for academic staff members to file notice of appeal
with the Faculty Association.

October 1



Deadline to apply for a sabbatical in the ensuing academic
year.

By December 31



Deadline for Dean or equivalent to notify academic staff
members of decision.

By February 28



Deadline for academic staff members to cancel a sabbatical
that has already been granted.

Sabbaticals
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APPENDIX D
ACCOMMODATION OF MEMBERS WITH DISABILITIES
1.

Any academic staff member with a medical disability, physical or non-physical in
nature, whether permanent or temporary, has the right to accommodation. Such
accommodation shall be reasonable and limited only by evidence of undue hardship
on the College and in compliance with The Saskatchewan Human Rights Code.

2.

The purpose of accommodation is to give academic staff members with disabilities
a reasonable opportunity to achieve the full potential of their careers within the
context of their medical capabilities.

3.

The development of an accommodation plan can be initiated by the affected
academic staff member or the College upon receipt of medical documentation
verifying a disability. The University may seek additional, or clarifying,
information from the member’s treating registered Health Care Practitioner(s), who
is duly licensed to prescribe and administer medical treatment. As well, there may
be occasions where the College will seek an independent medical assessment. The
academic staff member, the College, and the Faculty Association each have
responsibilities in the accommodation process, and will work collectively to
identify an appropriate method of accommodation.

4.

Article 3 applies to the accommodation of members with disabilities.
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